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The goal of this research is to develop a model-based tracking framework with biomedical
imaging applications. This is an interdisciplinary area of research with interests in machine
vision, image processing, and biology.
This thesis presents methods of image modeling, tracking, and data association applied
to problems in multi-cellular image analysis, especially hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) im-
ages at the current stage. The focus of this research is on the development of a robust
image analysis interface capable of detecting, locating, and tracking individual hematopoi-
etic stem cells (HSCs), which proliferate and differentiate to different blood cell types
continuously during their lifetime, and are of substantial interest in gene therapy, cancer,
and stem-cell research.
Such a system can be potentially employed in the future to track different groups
of HSCs extracted from bone marrow and recognize the best candidates based on some
biomedical-biological criteria. Selected candidates can further be used for bone marrow
transplantation (BMT) which is a medical procedure for the treatment of various incur-
able diseases such as leukemia, lymphomas, aplastic anemia, immune deficiency disorders,
multiple myeloma and some solid tumors.
Tracking HSCs over time is a localization-based tracking problem which is one of the
most challenging tracking problems to be solved. The proposed cell tracking system consists
of three inter-related stages:
• Cell detection/localization,
• The association of detected cells,
• Background estimation/subtraction.
that will be discussed in detail.
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The automatic acquisition of huge numbers of digital images has been made possible by
advances in and the low cost of digital imaging. Several new applications have been
introduced relying on the acquisition and analysis of long streams of images. In most
video analysis applications, the goal is to track one or multiple moving objects over the data
stream. Tracking has a broad range of applications including some well-known applications
such as air traffic control [115], robot control [2, 111], ocean surveillance [67], and some
recent applications such as automated vehicle control [107] and, of particular interest to
this research, cell tracking [26, 103]. However, manual tracking methods are so onerous
that automated tracking methods are mandatory for handling such huge amount of videos.
1.1 Context and Motivation
Drug discovery relies partly on genomics, the study of genes, to identify drug targets.
Understanding the dynamic function and interactions of proteins as potential drug targets
is required to discover drug-cell interactions. Therefore, a better understanding of cell
1
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behavior is very important in drug and disease research. Cell size, shape, and motility
may play a key role in stem-cell specialization or cancer development. Hence, observing
the specimen cells and measuring their geometric parameters helps pathologists to find out
how cancerous cells infect a cellular organism and to make diagnostic decisions. However
manual methods of inferring these values are tedious and difficult due to corrupted and
blurred images, the presence of clutter objects, fixing eyes for a long time and repeating the
same task for several different cell types. Furthermore, with the extent of cell imaging data
ever increasing, manual tracking becomes progressively impractical. Due to these problems
and the multitude of applications which rely on the results of cell segmentation, recognition,
and tracking, there is an immense need for automated systems [8, 17, 33, 37, 54, 90, 96, 128].
As a result, an automatic or semi-automatic cell image analysis system has a crucial
importance in the study of cell behaviour and, in turn, in drug and disease research.
Automated processing of cellular data to extract cell features such as cell size, shape, and
motility is an interesting yet challenging field in bioinformatics. Such an automated system
relies on the collection, processing, and analysis of huge amounts of data including long
streams of cellular image sequences.
An automated tracking system will require a computer to perform automatic object
tracking, usually under challenging conditions, which also presents a very attractive yet
difficult research problem for researchers in computer vision and digital image processing.
1.2 Problem Description
There are many applications of cell segmentation/localization, detection/recognition, and
tracking in microscopy image sequences. Depending on the nature of the tracking problem
it may belong to one of the following categories:
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1. Segmentation-based tracking: objects/regions have well recognizable boundaries or
regions such that they can be well segmented.
• This case turns to the third category, below, if segmented objects/regions can
be discriminated based on their features.
• This case turns to the fourth category, below, if segmented objects/regions can
not be discriminated based on the extracted features.
2. Detection-based tracking: objects have poor contrast such that they can not be well
segmented, however the presence of objects can be detected.
• This case turns to the third category, below, if detected objects can be discrim-
inated based on their features.
• This case turns to the fourth category, below, if detected objects can not be
discriminated based on the extracted features.
3. Recognition-based tracking: objects can be discriminated and recognized based on
their features. In this case, object recognition plays the major role to solve the
tracking problem. Each recognized object in the present time may either be the
extension of an existing track in the previous time step or be a new track.
4. Localization-based tracking: objects can be segmented and/or detected, however they
can not be recognized. In this case objects/regions have the same visual appearance,
and/or features such that they can not be discriminated based on their features.
Based on the tracking application, therefore, segmentation, detection, recognition, and
localization are crucial stages.
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1.3 Thesis Goals and Contributions
The goal of this research is to develop a model-based tracking framework with biomedical
imaging applications. This is an interdisciplinary area of research with interests in machine
vision, image processing, and biology. We have the opportunity to access real data which is
provided by our collaborators in the Department of Chemical Engineering at the University
of Waterloo using advanced microscope systems.
Due to the large number of cell types with different features and behaviours, designing
a universal cell tracking system is impractical. In this research, we focus on Hematopoietic
Stem Cells (HSCs), which proliferate and differentiate to different blood cell types contin-
uously during their lifetime, and are of substantial interest in gene therapy, cancer, and
stem-cell research. A typical phase contrast HSCs image is depicted in Fig. 1.1. Tracking
HSCs over time is a problem that belongs to the fourth tracking category, localization-
based tracking, which is one of the most challenging tracking problems to be solved. The
key challenges of our tracking problem can be summarized as:
1. To keep cells alive and healthy, light exposure must be controlled during their life
cycle to minimize phototoxicity. Therefore it is desired to limit light exposure in each
frame and to sample the frames as far apart as possible, leading to infrequent, poorly-
contrasted images, directly at odds with the data desired for easy tracking: frequent,
high-contrast images. Cell staining techniques may be used to increase the contrast
between cell and background, however different parts of tissue are undesirably stained
unevenly, causing inhomogeneity.
2. The blood stem cells which are of interest here in our research, all have the same
visual appearance and cannot be discriminated visually.
3. To track a particular cell over time, the association task becomes crucial.
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Figure 1.1: A typical HSCs phase contrast image.
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In this research, a model-based cell tracker is designed to locate and track individual cells.
The proposed cell tracking system consists of three inter-related stages:
• Cell detection/localization (Chapter 6),
• The association of detected cells (Chapter 8),
• Background estimation/subtraction (Chapter 7).
and will be explained in detail in the rest of this thesis.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The outline of this research is summarized as follows.
• Stem Cell Studies - Living Cell Imaging (Chapter 2)
• Mathematical Background (Chapter 3)
• The Proposed Approach (Chapter 4)
• Image Denoising (Chapter 5)
• Cell Segmentation and Localization (Chapter 6)
• Background Estimation (Chapter 7)
• Cell Tracking (Chapter 8)
• Conclusions and Future Work (Chapter 9)
Chapter 2
Stem Cell Studies - Living Cell
Imaging
The rapid growth of bioinformatics and biotechnology research relies on computer hardware
and software technologies to collect, process and analyze ever-increasing amounts of data.
More closely related to the community of image and video researchers, digital cytometry
[37] has been recently introduced to adapt and extend image processing techniques to
analyze and extract cell properties from microscopic cell images. By applying advanced
techniques in digital image processing and pattern recognition to a huge number of bio-
cellular images, digital cytometry can improve our understanding of cellular and inter-
cellular events so that significant progress and new discoveries in biological and medical
research may be achieved. In this chapter an overview of cytometry and cell microscopic
imaging are presented.
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2.1 Stem Cells
An embryo grows up to be a fetus, a fetus grows up to be a baby, a baby grows up to
be a child, and a child grows up to be an adult. A continuous renewal process develops,
maintains, and repairs the human body through its life. The building blocks of this process
are stem cells. Stem cells proliferate and differentiate to all different cell types, including
bone cells, muscle cells, blood cells, skin cells, and several other cell types. Stem cells
continue the development, maintenance, and repair of human body by proliferation and
differentiation to many different cell types. In this section we have a brief overview of the
stem cell types that we are interested in and we have used in our research.
2.1.1 Embryonic Stem Cells
When an egg and sperm fuse to form an embryo, those early cells will eventually give
rise to every type of cell in the adult human body. By the stage at which the embryo
would implant in its mothers womb it has become a hollow ball of cells. The inner cells
of this ball are what is known as pluripotent, because they will eventually form most, but
not all of the cells of the baby. These pluripotent stem cells get ever more specialized
as the embryo develops, forming for example blood stem cells which give rise to blood
cells and skin stem cells which give rise to skin cells. Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) have
a remarkable capacity to proliferate and differentiate to other cell types. They divide and
differentiate to the specialized cells of the body which in turn make up the various tissues
and organs. Their ability to differentiate to desirable phenotypes has motivated clinical
interests. However, progress in the analysis of ESC functional properties is required for
development of clinically applicable procedures for stem cell transplantation and treatment
of various incurable diseases. ESCs can reverse Parkinson’s, save defective hearts, and
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Figure 2.1: A Phase Contrast Image of a cluster of 10 NSCs with irregular shapes.
repair heart muscle. Recent research has proven that ESCs can insulate bare nerve fibers
in an animal model [96]. A new technique which has successfully been performed in mice
ESCs turns the ESCs into the myelin building blocks of tissue. Hence, they can hopefully
be used to treat diseases like multiple sclerosis or spinal cord injuries.
Due to the universal attributes of ESCs, there has been great interest to develop a
practical automated approach to measure and extract ESC properties from microscopic
cell images and track individual cells over time. To accomplish this task and locate the
ESC clusters over time in a sequence of frames, and in turn to perform ESC cluster motion
analysis, first ESC clusters must be segmented.
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2.1.2 Neural Stem Cells
Neurons do not have the capability of self-renewal or differentiation to other cell types,
hence after injuries in the central nervous system they cannot regenerate the damaged
nervous system. In contrast neural stem cells (NSCs) as building blocks of the brain can
proliferate and differentiate into all neural phenotypes. Neural stem cells can change to the
motor neurons which in turn these motor neurons differentiate into spinal motor neuron
cells which transmits messages from the brain to the spinal cord in the human body.
Therefore they are an ideal cell type which can be used as potential transplantable tissue
to repair damaged neurodegenerative processes, such as Alzheimer’s and to repair brain
injuries such as stroke.
There is great interest to discover the cellular and molecular mechanisms which con-
trol NSC proliferation and differentiation. We should also point out that from an image
processing point of view NSCs and ESCs are quite similar and belong to the same cat-
egory. However the NSC microscope images are noisier and have less recognizable cell
boundaries, hence segmentation and tracking of NSC data are more difficult than of ESC.
Typical clusters of NSCs are depicted in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2.
2.1.3 Hematopoietic Stem Cells
Pluripotent hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) proliferate and differentiate to replace mature
blood cells which are at the end of their life-span. HSCs can differentiate to white blood
cells, red blood cells and platelets. There is a small population of self renewal HSC in
the bone marrow of healthy adults which can differentiate into mature blood cells of all
hematopoietic lineages. A group of 4 HSCs is depicted in Fig. 2.3. Clinical procedures for
stem cell transplantation contain the following steps:
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Figure 2.2: A Phase Contrast Image showing a cluster of NSCs with irregular shapes.
• Applicable HSC isolation procedure
• Analysis of HSC functional properties
• Experimental manipulating approaches of HSC in culture
Based on recent research [84, 125] HSC can even contribute to non-hematopoietic tissues
such as liver, skin and muscle. Such contributions can be used in HSC medicine regen-
eration, such that after transplantation, HSCs are able to reconstruct recipient’s tissue.
Stem cell biology is studied using experimental models and have been proven by mouse
transplantation assays. These models have been used to study different characterization
of stem cells such as immuneophenotype, homing ability and kinetics.
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Figure 2.3: A HSC Phase Contrast Image showing a group of 4 HSCs with uniform shapes.
HSC Renewal in vivo and in vitro
Continuous activation of a small population of HSCs supports the reproduction of blood
cells during human life. HSCs are able to split to maintain this small population. At least
half of the split daughter cells have the same proliferation potential as the original parent
HSCs [28]. Self renewal of HSCs in vivo has been proven and remarkable heterogeneity has
been seen for individual evaluated HSCs in their self renewal responses. There is not much
known about the regulation of HSC self renewal properties in molecular level. To study
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how different growth factors effects loss or preservation of HSCs in vitro, HSC proliferation
rate and the increase in the population must be measured by observation and tracking of
HSCs over time.
2.2 Cytometry
The study of the functional relationship between cytomes, cells, and metabolic pathways
(proteomic) through genetic control (genomic) is known as cytometry. This field studies the
cell characteristics, measures cell attributes and extracts cell features. Extracted features
may belong to physical features such as shape and area or biological features such as
types of protein contents. Analytical biology uses these features for analytical diagnosis.
A practical approach to measure cell properties is image cytometry. This area studies
the measurement and extraction of cell properties from microscopic cell images. Spectral,
spatial and temporal analyzes of cell images can provide inter and intra cellular information
about a single cell or a group of cells. Because of the huge amounts of data, the required
accuracy in measurements and the reproducibility of the results, manual interpretation is
a very tedious task and sometimes impossible. These attributes of the problem call for
computerized methods to analyze cell images.
2.3 HSC Sample Preparation and Digital Microscopy
Imaging
HSC samples must be extracted and processed before imaging. To prepare HSC samples,
mice as bone marrow donors are bred and maintained in the animal facility at the BC
cancer research center in micro isolators and are fed with sterilized food and water.
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2.3.1 HSC Sample Preparation
HSC sample preparation is a two stage process:
1. Extract and process the bone marrow from the mouse to prepare HSCs. HSCs are
located in the adult mouse bone marrow. The HSC content of specific subsets of
SP cells are measured to analyze the properties of different fractions of SP cells.
To track HSCs and investigate how different growth factors affect the initial rate
of HSC proliferation in vitro, a highly HSC-enriched fraction is used. As described
in [33], bone marrow cells are isolated from sacrificed mice and are enriched for
stem cells. Briefly, the cells are incubated with certain fluorescent dyes and dye-
conjugated antibodies that are useful for distinguishing between hematopoietic stem
cells and non-stem cells, specifically Hoechst dye, Rhodamine dye and Lin which is
a dye conjugated antibody. Then the stem cells are separated from the other cells
based on their fluorescence using a fluorescence activated cell sorter. This sorter
measures the fluorescence of each cell at various wavelengths and directs the cell into
the appropriate container based on its fluorescence profile.
2. Process and culture the HSCs. Approximately 30 HS cells were loaded in 1 ml of
standard HSC medium (alpha-MEM with 7.5% newborn calf serum and 2.5% fetal
bovine serum) into a 5.8 micron gap between a cover-slip and a 1.3 mm x 10 mm
rectangle from a 1 mm-thick glass slide. The culture chamber had been precoated
with 1% BSA solution by incubating for 4 hours at 37◦ C. The culture chamber was
placed in an enclosure containing humidified air with 5% CO2 at 37◦ C on a Zeiss
Axiovert 200 (Carl Zeiss, Inc., Thornwood, NY) inverted microscope.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.4: HSC Phase Contrast Microscopic Images: (a) Phenotype 1. (b) Phenotype 2
(c) Phenotype 3
2.3.2 Digital Microscopy Imaging
Digital cytometry couples digital cell images, digital image processing techniques and bi-
ology knowledge to measure the cell properties. To produce digital cell images, a digital
camera is combined with a microscope. This digital microscope can directly record cell
related biological events over time during an adjustable time interval. The time interval is
adjusted based on cell types and their life time and is also restricted to a technical lower
limit based on the digital microscope. There are different digital microscopic imaging tech-
niques including fluorescence, phase contrast, differential interference contrast, bright-field
and modulation contrast microscopy.
The interaction of light and a specimen generates image contrast. This interaction can
be identified through a variety of mechanisms including reflection, diffraction, refraction,
absorption, fluorescence and polarization. The image contrast can be improved by either
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modification of optical components of microscope or photographic manipulation. In this
section two of the optical microscopy techniques which have been developed to enhance
image contrast are reviewed.
Phase Contrast (PC) Imaging
A typical HSC microscopic image is depicted in Fig. 2.4. Most of the living biological spec-
imens look transparent if we observe them by a digital optical microscope under brightfield
illumination. To have a better contrast and improve visibility, usually observers reduce the
microscope diaphragm’s opening size which causes some diffraction artifacts and resolution
loss. PC microscopy was introduced by Dutch physicist Frits Zernike in 1934 to improve
the contrast without resolution loss. This method was employed at first in early 1930’s
for the test of telescope mirrors and after a long time was considered as an improvement
method in microscopes to observe transparent biological specimens. PC has been used
as an efficient technique to increase the contrast of unstained biological specimens. This
method is used to observe inter and intra living cell events over time without significant
loss in resolution [1]. In the phase contrast technique variations in phase are translated to
corresponding changes in amplitude by an optical mechanism such that these variations
can be visualized as differences in image contrast. The main advantage of this technique is
observing living cells without staining or fixing them and recording minute details of their
dynamics in their natural state with high contrast and sharp clarity.
Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) Microscopy
Another important microscopic imaging modality is DIC. It has been used widely, not
only for motion analysis of living cells, but also for the study of biological structure of
specimens. In contrast with fluorescence imaging, which is limited to photo-dying, DIC can
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be used for the imaging of transparent specimens which are not visible in usual transmitted
light microscopy imaging. This is very important, especially in cases where specimen
staining is not possible and staining would kill the specimen. Two mutually coherent
waves, which are known as shear with a very small differential displacement, are phase
shifted relative to each other. The variations in the refractive index across the living
cell cause a phase difference between the shears. The gradient of high and low spatial
frequencies present in the living cell is displayed effectively by this method which produces
a high contrast image. Bright regions in this image are caused by increasing of the optical
paths along a reference direction, while decreasing the optical path along the reference
direction inverses the contrast. As a result the larger gradient of the optical path difference
increases the image contrast. To keep cells alive and dynamically active, light exposure
must be controlled during their life cycle. The limited light exposure and cell transparency
both contribute to the very low contrast of typical microscopic cell images.
Chapter 3
Mathematical Background
A tracking system basically might address object localization/segmentation and tracking.
In cases of tracking objects in noisy image sequences, the tracking system might also
address preprocessing tasks such as denoising and image enhancement. An overview of the
mathematical background of our research is presented in this chapter as follows:
• Image Denoising




The goal of denoising is to remove the noise and retain important signal features as much
as possible. To achieve this goal, different approaches use either linear or nonlinear filters
for denoising. Although Wiener filter [57], a typical linear filter, achieves the optimal
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denoising for stationary signals, denoising using stationary linear filters does not perform
effectively for non-stationary signals and functions with discontinuities.
As a result to denoise non-stationary signals corrupted by additive noise, stationary
linear filters, which consist of convolving the image with a constant matrix to obtain a
linear combination of neighborhood values, can produce a blurred and smoothed image
with poor feature localization and incomplete noise suppression.
To overcome these shortcomings, local linear filters such as Lee filter which is a linear
approximation filter based on the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) [24] and nonlin-
ear filters have been proposed for denoising non-stationary signals. Much research has
recently focused on signal denoising using nonlinear techniques in the setting of additive
white Gaussian noise. One of the most common nonlinear denoising techniques is wavelet-
based denoising [41, 88]. Signal approximation using wavelet decomposition followed by
wavelet coefficient thresholding allows an effective representation of signal discontinuities.
In this way decomposed wavelet coefficients will be thresholded to separate the signal and
noise; as a result wavelet denoising can be used to remove the noise while preserving the
signal characteristics. Researchers have employed two different approaches to nonlinear
wavelet-based denoising: first, known as wavelet thresholding [40, 41, 121], a hard thresh-
old function keeps a coefficient if it is larger than the threshold and sets it to zero otherwise;
second, wavelet shrinkage with a soft thresholding function takes the wavelet coefficient
and shrinks it toward zero by the threshold. Both approaches are nonlinear and operate
on one wavelet coefficient at a time.
3.1.1 Wavelet Image Denoising
Wavelet denoising [40, 41, 121] is used to recover the original signal from the noisy one
by removing the noise. In contrast with denoising methods that simply smooth the signal
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by preserving the low frequency content and removing the high frequency components,
the frequency contents and characteristics of the signal would be preserved during wavelet
denoising which includes three steps:
• Signal decomposition by wavelet transform.
• Noise removal by thresholding.
• Signal reconstructions by inverse wavelet transform.
The first and third steps are linear while the thresholding step is a nonlinear process and is
the main attribute of wavelet denosing which singles it out from linear denoising techniques.
Denoising Concept
To explain the wavelet denoising procedure, assume S to be the original M by M image
where i and j = 1, 2, . . . ,M and it is corrupted with additive noise n:
I[i, j] = S[i, j] + n[i, j] (3.1)
n is identically distributed and independent of S. The goal of denoising is to estimate
Ŝ[i, j] of I[i, j] by removing the noise n[i, j]. In the first step of wavelet denoising the
observed image I is transformed into the wavelet domain. Then, the wavelet coefficients
are thresholded and transformed back to reconstruct the image. Let WD and WR be the
forward wavelet decomposition and inverse wavelet reconstruction, respectively. Let τ and
T be threshold value and thresold operator respectively. So the wavelet thresholding can
be summarized as
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Iw = WD(I)
Iτ = T (Iw, τ)
Ŝ = WR(Iτ )
(3.2)
Wavelet denoising reconstructs an estimated image with less noise by setting the small
wavelet coefficients (dominated by noise), which are less than a specific threshold τ , to
zero. In brief we can say wavelet thresholding performs well and is an efficient denoising
approach.
3.1.2 Hard Thresholding vs. Soft Thresholding
Wavelet denoising methods are divided into two major groups: hard and soft thresholding
[41, 121].
Hard Thresholding
Let TH be the hard thresolding operator, so that
TH(Iw, τ) = Iw if |Iw| > τ
= 0 otherwise (3.3)
which keeps the wavelet coefficient if it is larger than the threshold τ and sets it to zero
otherwise.
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Soft Thresholding (Shrinkage)
In contrast, the soft thresholding TS is:
TS(Iw, τ) = sign(Iw) · max(0, |Iw| − τ) (3.4)
shrinks the wavelet coefficient by the threshold τ toward zero. Although hard thresholding
mathematically seems more natural, soft thresholding makes thresholding smoother and
has the following advantages:
• The noise coefficients, which may be passed by hard thresholding and appear as
unpleasant artifacts in the output image, are shrunk by soft thresholding.
• When the noise energy is high, the denoised image produced by soft thresholding is
visually more pleasant than that with hard thresholding. Generated artifacts, due to
the discontinuity of hard thresholding, degrade the recovered image.
VisuShrink Image Denoising Technique
An important issue when using wavelet thresholding for image denoising is how to deter-
mine the threshold τ . Though selecting a small threshold may produce an output image
close to the input, recovered image may still be noisy. On the other hand, choosing a large
threshold may yield a smoothed image by setting most of the wavelet coefficients to zero
and will lose desirable image details. The VisuShrink denoising technique proposed by




Where σn and M are the noise variance and the number of image pixels respectively.
Donoho and Jonstone have proven that the maximum of any M independent and identically
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distributed (iid) values with high probability is less than the universal threshold τu. As
M is increased the probability will be closer to one, so with a high probability pure noise
signals are set to zero. The universal threshold is obtained by considering the constraint
that the noise is less than the threshold with high probability as M increases, hence it tends
to be high for large values of M . As a result it will shrink many noisy wavelet coefficients
to zero and produce smoothed estimated image.
BayesShrink Image Denoising Technique
The subband Wavelet coefficients Iw of a natural image can be described by the Generalized
Gaussian Distribution (GGD) [22, 23] as:
GGσIw ,γ(Iw) = P (σIw , γ)exp{−[δ(σIw , γ) |Iw| ]
γ} (3.6)
where, −∞ < iw ∈ Iw < +∞, γ > 0,









P (σIw , γ) =
γ · δ(σIw , γ)
2Γ(1/γ)
(3.8)
σIw is the standard deviation of the subband wavelet coefficients, γ is the shape parameter





Suggested by [22], for most natural images the distribution of the wavelet coefficients in a
subband can be described by a shape parameter γ in the range of [0.5,1]. Considering such
a distribution for the Wavelet coefficients and estimating γ and σIw for each subband, the
soft threshold τs which minimizes the Bayesian Risk [22, 23] can be obtained by:
ℜ(τs) = E(Îw − Iw)
2 = EIwEJ |Iw(Îw − Iw)
2 (3.10)
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τ ∗s (σIw , γ) = arg min
τs
ℜ(τs) (3.11)
There is not a closed form solution for (5.10) and numerical calculation is used to find τ ∗s .





where σ2Sw and σ
2
n are variances of pure signal (S) subband wavelet coefficients and noise
respectively.
3.2 Segmentation and Localization
Image segmentation is an important operation to separate objects of interest from the back-
ground in applications of automated image analysis and robotics [60, 61]. The aim of image
segmentation is partitioning of the image into distinct and uniform regions regarding some
property such as grey level intensity, colour, or texture. Although in the past decades image
segmentation has attracted a lot of researchers in computer vision and many segmentation
algorithms have been proposed [49, 59, 98], it is still attractive due to many new applica-
tions which have been emerged by recent advancements in digital imaging. Most of the
segmentation methods have been developed based on maintaining some pixel properties in
a neighbourhood. The two main properties of interest are similarity and discontinuity that
lead to region-based [49, 57, 59, 60, 98] and boundary-based [49, 57, 59, 60, 98] segmenta-
tion methods. Basic segmentation algorithms, including boundary-based and region-based
techniques, fail to produce accurate segmentation results for several applications [101]. In
recent years, therefore, there has been more interest towards model-based algorithms by
taking advantage of some prior information regarding the objects of interest.
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Medical image segmentation and localization plays an important role in automating
the process and analysis of medical images by the delineation of anatomical structures and
biological structures in macro and micro levels respectively. Segmentation and localization
of anatomical and biological structures are very challenging due to complex and deformable
geometries and priors. Moreover, the inherently high noise and low spatial resolution
of medical images make the segmentation task more challenging. The performance of
image understanding, analysis, and interpretation are closely related to the segmentation
performance, thus an effective segmentation is crucial. However there is always a tradeoff
between the speed of the algorithm and the segmentation accuracy.
3.2.1 Region-Based Segmentation
In region-based segmentation, pixels that are segmented in a region must
• be connected based on some predefined notion of connectivity,
• satisfy a predefined notion of similarity such as having the same gray level intensity
or belonging to specific range of grey level or colour intensities.
Therefore, pixels segmented in different regions are disjoint and do not share the same
range of values for the similarity property.
Split & Merge and Region Growing [57, 60, 61] have been widely used for image seg-
mentation and belong to the region-based segmentation algorithms. They both essentially
maintain the similarity property, however the segmentation process is different.
Split and Merge
As its name implies, split and merge algorithm consists of two main operation: split and
merge [15, 25, 57]. The basic idea is to split the image into disjoint regions with intra-
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region coherency. The split & merge algorithm starts by considering the entire image as a
single area of interest and can be summarized as in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Split and Merge
1: Take the entire image as a single region, so we begin with this region as area of interest.
2: repeat
3: if The area of interest satisfies the similarity constraints then
4: The area of interest belongs to a region in the image.
5: else
6: Split the area into four equal quarters. Each quarter will be considered as an area
of interest.
7: end if
8: until Each area of interest satisfies the similarity constraints.
9: % The segmentation result after splitting process often contains neighbouring regions
with similar properties.
10: repeat
11: Merge adjacent regions which satisfy similarity properties.
12: until No adjacent region satisfies the similarity constraints.
Region Growing
Region Growing [34, 49, 57, 59, 66, 70, 109, 122] is a basic, well-known region-based seg-
mentation algorithm. Some starting points, seed pixels, are selected first. The seed points
are usually selected manually by the user. Each region will grow around a seed point by
including the neighbouring pixels that satisfy the similarity constraint to produce homoge-
neous regions step by step. The merging process stops when no more pixels can be merged
to the region. Each pixel is merged to the region-based on the similarity of the evaluated
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Algorithm 2 Region Growing
1: Start with pixel p, a selected seed point, so the area of interest P contains just pixel p.
2: Define a similarity measure C(i, j) that has a high value whether pixels i and j are
similar and a low value otherwise.
3: Generate a set of pixels S containing all neighbouring pixels of the area of interest.
4: for each pixel q of list S do
5: if if C(p, q) > T then
6: Include pixel q to area of interest P
7: end if
8: Add neighbouring pixels of q to the list S which are neither a member of S nor a
point in P .
9: end for
pixel and the region considering a threshold. The threshold determines the degree of sim-
ilarity of pixels in a region, so choosing a right value for the threshold is crucial to avoid
under or over segmentation. The similarity of the pixels can be evaluated based on inten-
sity, color, texture, or any other feature. The segmentation result may contain some small
regions or similar neighbouring regions. Such regions can be eliminated by merging in the
postprocessing phase to generate broader regions and to reduce the number of segmented
regions. Region growing algorithm can be summarized as in Algorithm 2.
The main concerns that must be considered using a region growing algorithm are to
define an appropriate similarity measure C(i, j) and choosing the right threshold T . The
tradeoff here is selecting a very high threshold produces a region with great coherency in
which pixels are very similar, however it results in an over-segmented image in which a
homogeneous region will be segmented into several smaller subregions. On the other hand
a very small threshold makes the algorithm more flexible which produces large regions,
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however it results in an under-segmented image in which inhomogeneous regions will be
segmented as a single region.
3.2.2 Boundary-Based Segmentation
In contrast with the region-based segmentation which is segmentation based on the simi-
larity of pixel intensities, boundary-based segmentation is segmentation based on abrupt
changes in pixel intensities in a neighbourhood. In this method, borders of different objects
are discovered based on the discontinuity of pixel intensity values [49, 57, 59, 60, 61, 98].
Edge detection methods based on computing gradients or Laplacian of images are usu-
ally used to discriminate region boundaries [20, 21, 57, 59, 61, 86, 120]. An edge can be
defined as a transition from one region to another which causes a discontinuity along the
transition boundary. To detect edges in an image, most edge detectors measure the gra-
dient intensity at each point in the image by computing the difference between pixels in
the neighborhood. The higher the difference, the stronger the edge. Due to the lack of
contrast and the presence of noise, detected edges as probable transitions between regions
might represent incomplete borders.
3.2.3 Region-Based vs. Boundary-Based
Two basic segmentation techniques including region-based approach that evaluates the
similarity property, and boundary-based approach that discovers discontinuities in pixel
intensity values have been discussed. Each technique has some advantages and some short-
comings that will be briefly discussed here.
Due to intensity variations and noise in an image, segmentation algorithms developed
using the boundary-based technique do not necessarily produce closed region boundaries.
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Boundary-based methods might produce missing, discontinuous, and spurious edges. How-
ever isolated edge fragments can be merged and connected to form a closed contour as
region boundary. Therefore boundary-based techniques can be designed to handle gaps
that are caused by occlusions, to produce a closed path whereas region-based techniques
usually fail to find objects that span multiple disconnected regions.
On the other hand most region-based methods are easy to implement, simple, and fairly
quick. Region-based methods produce coherent regions and a closed path can be produced
as the region boundary while boundary-based methods usually produce isolated edge frag-
ments and to eliminate the gaps, postprocessing edge linking methods must be applied.
Region-based techniques perform well for the segmentation of easily distinguishable objects
and are fairly quick in calculations of area and volume of segmented regions. However they
perform poorly to segment occlusions and similar close separate regions. Applying edge
detectors is often easier than making decisions about region membership and similarity
measure.
3.2.4 Line Detection
As we discussed earlier in Sec. 3.2.2, Boundary-based segmentation methods are devel-
oped based on the discontinuity property. Line detection methods that are often used to
discriminate object boundaries can be grouped as boundary-based algorithms. In many
applications, we do not have prior information about the general shapes of regions and
objects in advance, thus we use edge detection methods to explicitly find connected sets
of edge pixels. However in some segmentation problems we might have some prior infor-
mation about the the general shape of the object or region. Line fitting (or more general
shape fitting) approaches such as the Hough transform [64] look for the best fit of a known
line to the edge data. These approaches have been widely used [5, 51, 79, 130] and are
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useful for many segmentation applications. In this section, some line detection methods are
presented which have been used for road detection in satellite images [53], finding cracks
in concrete [117], and arteries in retinal images [81].
In general, line detection methods are grouped into two broad categories: general pur-
pose and specific line detection approaches. However these methods can be grouped into
several subsets based on their specifications
Based on how the method is applied:
• Sequential (search) methods [5].
• Parallel (filter) methods [77].
Based on what kind of image the method can be applied to:
• Binary line detection methods [44].
• Gray level line detection methods [53].
Much research has been done and several different methods have been introduced either
to solve the line detection problem in general or to come with a solution for a specific
application. Among line detection methods there are several extensions to the basic Hough
transform approach [5, 51, 130].
Hough Transform
The most well-known line detection method which has been introduced as a general solution
for line detection is the Hough Transform. This method was introduced first by Paul Hough
in 1962 [64] to locate tracks in bubble-chambers. It was brought to the attention of the
computer vision community by Rosenfeld [108] and was later refined by Duda and Hart
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[44]. The Hough transform uses an analytical representation of a line in two-dimensional
images to find straight lines by employing an accumulator as a digitized line detector. Line
fitting approaches such as the Hough transform try to find the best fit of a known line to
the edge data, so they do not need to connect the edge pixels.
Application Based Line Detection Methods
There are several line detection methods which have been developed to solve a specific
line detection problem. Some of them are extensions of Hough transform which have been
introduced to improve the Hough transform and cast it for a specific task. Among them
the most important ones are:
• Generalized Hough transform [5]
• Randomized Hough transform [130]
• Randomized Generalized Hough transform [51]
• Dynamic Generalized Hough transform [79]
The others mostly are line detection filters that identify lines by rotating and convolving
a filter with the original image such as:
• An active testing model for tracking roads in satellite images [53]
• A Bayesian geometric model for line network extraction [77]
• Automated Segmentation of Underground Pipe Scanned Images [117]
• A local approach for fast line detection [81]











Figure 3.1: A mask for satellite network line detection consisting of a central region and
two non overlapping neighbourhood regions on the opposite sides.
In these methods a straight line is represented by a central region and two non overlapping
neighbourhood regions on the opposite sides. Then the response of this line detector is
computed based on the homogeneity of intensities inside the center region and inhomo-
geneity between the center and side regions. A pixel located in the central region is more
likely to belong to a line if it has
• A large gray level variations between the center and side regions.
• A homogenous background inside the center region.
As depicted in Fig. 3.1, to represent a road and background a mask composed of three
regions including the central region (C) and side regions (S1) and (S2) is defined. To have
a more general representation, the side regions are allowed to be located with distance d
from the central one.
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3.2.5 Region/Boundary Based Segmentation - Hybrid Method
The edge information can be employed as an additional criterion in conjunction with the
application of the region-based methods [15, 55, 133]. Bonnin et. al. proposed a controlled
split and merge algorithm for segmentation using detected edges [15].
In this algorithm they have used both similarity and discontinuity properties for seg-
mentation. A region is considered homogenous if it has a small standard deviation regard-
ing a similarity property. At the same time, pixels on an edge satisfy the discontinuity
property leading to boundary-based segmentation. Therefore to decide whether a region
must be split, the edge information are integrated with the similarity property. In this way,
a homogenous region is explained as a region that has no edges. In the merging phase,
adjacent regions will be merged if there are no edges on the common boundary.
Edge information can be used in the region growing method as well to decide whether
a pixel must be aggregated to a region or not. Running into an edge indicates that the
growing process must be stopped, the pixel must not be combined with the region, and we
have reached the region boundary. Kara et. al. [1] proposed an algorithm in which pixels
having a low gradient value will be aggregated to the growing region in each iteration. In
the method proposed by Gambotto [52], the growing process will be stopped using edge
information assuming that the gradient has high values over region boundaries. Xiaohan
et. al. [129] proposed a method based on similarity property considering the weighted sum
of the pixel gradient, and the pixel-region contrast. The pixel will be merged to the region
for small values of the function while the growing will be stopped for large values.
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Figure 3.2: (Left) Original image. (Right) Watershed segmentation of the left panel.
3.2.6 Mathematical Morphology - Watershed
I use watershed segmentation in one of the proposed cell segmentation methods in chapter
6, so the watershed segmentation is briefly explained here. The watershed transform has
been widely used for image segmentation. It was originally proposed by Lantuejoul and
Digabel [38, 78] and was improved later by Beucher and Lantuejoul [10]. The watershed
method partitions the image into disjoint homogeneous regions regarding some similarity
property while it also provides regions boundaries, thus it can be grouped as a hybrid
region/boundary based segmentation approach [11, 59, 112, 124].
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The idea underlying the watershed method is taken from geography. Considering a
landscape area which is flooded by water, watershed lines divide the regions of rain fall
attractions [57, 59]. Alternatively the landscape can be considered being plunged in a lake
where some holes represents the local minima. Starting at local minima, catchment basins
will fill up with water. Dams are constructed where water coming from different catchment
basins comes across. This process will be stopped as soon as the water reaches the highest
level in the landscape. Thus the landscape is partitioned by constructed dams know as
watershed lines into catchment basins or regions.
This process has been used to simulate image segmentation in the field of image pro-
cessing. Watershed segmentation is a computational algorithm which segments the region
boundaries by filling up the local minima of a grey level image recursively. In the same
way as topographical watershed lines, regions are filled from the bottom. Dams are con-
structed to separate regions where regions reach a level that they would merge. Therefore
watershed lines or dams become the region boundaries where catchment basins represent
the regions [57, 59]. There are two possible approaches to implement the watershed:
• Locating catchment basins first; As a result, watershed lines are the complement set
of catchment basins.
• Partitioning of the image into catchment basins; Locating the watershed lines by
boundary detection.
Applying the watershed segmentation, the image will be labelled as follows:
• Pixels in a given catchment basin have the same label.
• Pixels of all watershed lines have the same unique label which is different from the
labels of the catchment basins.
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Figure 3.3: (Left) Detected edges applying Sobel kernel to the image depicted in (Fig.
3.2(Left)) (Right) Watershed segmentation of the left panel.
Watershed lines indicates region boundaries, thus in image segmentation task it is desired to
represent watershed lines as sets of pixels with grey level discontinuity, thus the watershed
algorithm can be applied to the gradient image [57, 93] in place of the original image as
depicted in Fig. 3.3.
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3.2.7 Thresholding Method
I use different thresholding methods including Otsu clustering method [97] in the proposed
cell segmentation/localization approaches in chapter 6. To familiarize readers who are
unfamiliar with thresholding, this method will be briefly explained here.
The goal of image segmentation is dividing an image into separate regions or boundaries
corresponding to different objects. In region-based segmentation, regions are segmented by
identifying pixels with similar properties while in boundary-based segmentation, contours
are segmented by identifying pixels with different properties. Gray level intensity is the
simplest property to test the similarity of pixels in a region. Therefore to segment an image
to dark and bright regions, pixel intensities can be thresholded.
One of the most popular techniques of gray level image segmentation is the histogram
thresholding method [21, 57, 60, 102, 113]. Image thresholding converts a grey-level image
to a binary image by setting to zero all pixels with intensities below some threshold and
turning to one all pixels with intensities above that threshold. Objects and background of
a gray level intensity image that are respectively associated with peaks and valleys of the
intensity histogram can be separated using a threshold τ .
The thresholding method is a fast and simple point processing method, however it only
performs well where there is sufficient contrast between objects and background. Two
extensions of thresholding method known as global and local thresholding [21, 57, 60, 102,
113] are discussed here.
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Global Thresholding
Assume I(x, y) is a gray level image and b(x, y) is its thresholded image considering a





1 I(x, y) ≥ τ(I)
0 I(x, y) < τ(I)
(3.13)
where the threshold value τ(I) is only a function of the image gray level intensities. The
major shortcoming of global thresholding is that there is no guarantee that the segmented
pixels as foreground objects by the thresholding process be contiguous. The reason is that
only the intensity is considered in the thresholding method and the relationships between
the pixels will not be taken into account. As a result, some pixels that are not part of
a region might be considered to be in the region and also some pixels that belong to the
region, for example pixels close to the boundaries of an object, might be segmented as
background.
Local Thresholding
The threshold value τ can vary and be set across the image locally in place of setting
a global threshold. The advantage of the local thresholding is handling the illumination
variations across the image. Illumination variations might cause some parts of a single
object look brighter and some parts darker, or having a brighter background in one part
and darker on the other part of image. The image b is obtained by local thresholding of





1 I(x, y) ≥ τ(I, f(x, y))
0 I(x, y) < τ(I, f(x, y))
(3.14)
where threshold τ(I, f(x, y)) is a function of image gray level intensities I and a function
f such as sample mean computed on a local spatial neighbourhood centered at (x, y).
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Selecting a Global Threshold
The following threshold selection methods are described to set a global threshold, however
these methods can be applied to set local thresholds computing a function such as sample
mean locally and considering local histograms.
There are two general approaches to select a threshold as follows.
1. Manual or heuristic approach for selection of the global threshold τ by visual inspec-
tion of image histogram,
2. Automatic approach for selection of the global threshold.
Manual Selection of a Threshold
Objects and background of a gray level intensity image are associated with distinct peaks of
the intensity histogram. To set a threshold τ in a manual approach for separating objects
and background, the image histogram must be visually inspected to find two distinct modes
and then find the valley between them. This method performs well for smooth histograms
with two significant modes, however it fails for noisy histograms with multiple peaks. In
such cases we can filter the image to obtain a smooth histogram, find its modes and set a
threshold between the modes.
Automatic Selection of a Threshold
Another approach is to set a threshold automatically. Assume RB is the range of back-
ground intensity values and RF is that of foreground. The ideal threshold τ separates these
intensity ranges completely. If RB and RF are distinct, the threshold would be set in the
valley separating two ranges. However, background and foreground intensity ranges are
not usually distinct and share some overlapping areas. So wherever we set the threshold τ ,
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some background pixels will be classified as foreground and some foreground pixels will be
classified as background. Therefore an appropriate threshold can be selected by minimizing
the classification error where a pixel is classified in a wrong class.
The threshold can also be set to minimize the overlapping area for each region, i.e., by
minimizing the tail of each region’s pdf that lies in the other region’s side. To do this let
the intensity levels in the background and foreground regions be considered as two clusters.
A threshold can be set by
if I(x, y) ≥ τ ⇒ |I(x, y) − µF | < |I(x, y) − µB|
if I(x, y) < τ ⇒ |I(x, y) − µF | > |I(x, y) − µB| (3.15)





The question here, that will be answered in the next section, is how to calculate µB and
µF where we do not know the background and foreground regions. If we knew them,
thresholding would not be needed to segment the image in the first place.
K-means Clustering to Select a Threshold
K-means is a well-known method and has been widely used for clustering [71, 85, 87]. To
select the threshold τ to satisfy (3.15), K-means can be started with a randomly selected
initial value for threshold and cluster the pixels to background and foreground. K-means
is summarized in Algorithm 3.
Otsu Clustering to Select a Threshold
Another method to minimize the overlapping area of the background and foreground clus-
ters is called Otsu’s method [97]. Otsu set the threshold to generate condensed clusters.
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Algorithm 3 K-means clustering
1: Select an initial threshold τ0.
2: τ = τ0
3: repeat
4: Segment image to two sets of pixels including foreground F and background B using
threshold τ .
5: % Compute sample means for each set.
6: µF = mean(F )
7: µB = mean(B)
8: τold = τ
9: τ = 1
2
(µF + µB)
10: until ∆τ = τ − τold < ǫ.
Using this method a gray level image can be clustered to foreground and background clus-
ters by minimizing the intra-class variance that is the weighted sum of the variance of each
cluster and is defined as
σ2intra(τ) = nF (τ) · σ
2
F (τ) + nB(τ) · σ
2
B(τ) (3.17)
where nB(τ) and nF (τ) are the number of pixels in the background and the foreground
clusters, σ2B(τ), σ
2
F (τ) and σ
2(τ) are background, foreground, and intra-class variance re-
spectively, as a function of the threshold τ . In Otsu’s method the intra-class variance
is computed for all intensity levels in histogram and the threshold with the minimum
intra-class variance is selected as the desired threshold. Otsu’s method is summarized in
Algorithm 4. The computation of σ2B(τ) and σ
2
F (τ) are very expensive, since τ can accept
all possible intensity levels in the histogram. To simplify the computational cost assume
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Algorithm 4 Otsu clustering
1: for i=1:H do
2: τ = hi (hi is a typical intensity level in histogram)
3: Cluster the histogram to two sets of pixels including foreground F and background
B using threshold τ .
4: Count the number of pixels in each cluster, nF and nB.
5: % Compute sample variances for each cluster.
6: Compute σ2F (τ)
7: Compute σ2B(τ)
8: σ2intra(τ) = nF (τ) · σ
2
F (τ) + nB(τ) · σ
2
B(τ)




11: Select the τ that produces minimum σ2intra(τ).






= nB(τ) · (µTot − µB(τ))
2 + nF (τ) · (µTot − µF (τ))
2 (3.18)
where σ2inter is the inter-class variance and µTot is the histogram mean. Considering that
µTot = nB(τ) · µB(τ) + nF (τ) · µF (τ) (3.19)
and replacing (3.19) in (3.18) we have
σ2inter(τ) = nB(τ) · nF (τ) · (µF (τ) − µB(τ))
2 (3.20)
In this way in place of minimizing the intra-class variance to find the optimal threshold we
maximize the inter-class variance that depends only on the difference of cluster means which
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is much easier to compute than the sum of weighted variances. Moreover the computations
of nB(τ), nF (τ), µB(τ), and µF (τ) are related when changing the threshold τ from one
value to another and can be updated as some pixels move from one cluster to another.
Assume nNew is the overall number of pixels that switch from one class to another when
the threshold is increased, so we can write
nB(τ + 1) = nB(τ) + nNew
nF (τ + 1) = nF (τ) − nNew (3.21)
As a result the inter-class variance can be updated each time the threshold is changed
using recursive relations as
µB(τ + 1) =
µB(τ) · nB(τ) + nNew · τ
nB(τ + 1)
µF (τ + 1) =
µF (τ) · nF (τ) − nNew · τ
nF (τ + 1)
(3.22)
The fast implementation of Otsu clustering is summarized in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 Fast Otsu
1: for i=1:H do
2: τ = hi (hi is a typical intensity level in histogram)
3: Update the number of pixels in each cluster, nF (τ) and nB(τ).
4: Update sample means for each cluster, µF (τ) and µB(τ).
5: σ2inter(τ) = nB(τ) · (µTot − µB(τ))
2 + nF (τ) · (µTot − µF (τ))
2
6: end for
7: Select the τ that produces maximum σ2inter(τ).
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3.2.8 Mean Shift Procedure
Mean shift is a non-parametric estimator of gradient of a density function and has been used
to find clusters with arbitrary shapes [27, 32, 50]. Fukunaga and Hostetler [50] introduced
the mean shift estimate of density gradient and developed an iterative procedure to find
the peaks of density gradient. In the mean shift algorithm a nonparametric kernel density
estimation method is used to find local modes of the density. The idea is to move in the
direction of the gradient of the density of the data until converging to density modes.
Assume we have a set of N points in k -Dimensional Euclidean space Rk as {xi, i ∈ [1 :
N ]} and W (x) is a kernel with window radius h. In an arbitrary point x, the multivariate












The estimate of the density gradient can be replaced by the gradient of the kernel density
estimate where using a differentiable kernel











Let W (x) be a Epanechnikov kernel [44] which is the optimum kernel based on minimum




(1 − x2), for |x| ≤ 1 (3.25)
W (x) is equal to zero for |x| > 1. By replacing P̂ (x) in (3.24) we have























xi − x (3.27)
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The mean shift vector points towards the direction of the gradient of the density estimate
at x, thus it has the direction of the maximum increase in the density and leads to a density
mode (local maximum).
The mean shift algorithm is a natural extension of the discontinuity preserving smooth-
ing algorithm and has been used for image segmentation [32]. Applying the mean shift
algorithm, each pixel will converge to a local mode (of the density function) in its neigh-
bourhood. The segmentation method using mean shift algorithm is summarized in Algo-
rithm 6 assuming {xi, i ∈ [1 : N ]} is a set of the original k -Dimensional input points,
{si, i ∈ [1 : N ]} is a set of converged points, and {li, li ∈ [1 : L] & i ∈ [1 : N ]} is a set of
labels.
Algorithm 6 Mean Shift Algorithm
1: for i=1:N do
2: %Application of the mean shift algorithm to each xi converges to si.
3: si = Sh(xi)
4: end for
5: Cluster converged points si in density domain to obtain L clusters {Rc| c ∈ [1 : L]}.
6: li = {c| si ∈ Rc, c ∈ [1 : L] & i ∈ [1 : N ]}
7: Remove spatial regions smaller than T pixels.
3.3 Background Modelling and Estimation
There is an increasing number of image analysis problems in which modelling or estimation
of a background image is crucial. Object segmentation, recognition, and tracking are
important problems that often demand for background modelling. In all of these problems,
the interest is separating or decoupling foreground and background, where the definition of
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the foreground objects might vary from one application to another. Therefore to solve these
problems with respect to their specific applications, modelling or estimation of background
might be mandatory. We might either need to model the background and classify image
pixels to foreground and background, or estimate the background image and subtract it
from the original one to obtain the foreground. In this section background modelling
methods are briefly reviewed.
Although most televised videos involve frequent scene cuts and camera motion, a great
deal of imaging such as medical and biological imaging are based on a fixed camera which
yields a static background and a dynamic foreground. Moreover, in most tracking prob-
lems the dynamic foreground is of interest, hence an accurate estimation of background
is desired. Removing the estimated background leaves us with foreground on a plain
background. The estimated background might be composed of random temporal noise,
temporal illumination variations, spatial distortions caused by CCD camera pixel non-
uniformities, and stationary or quasi-stationary clutter and background structures.
In the ideal case, the background image contains only stationary objects. These objects
have no motion and are stationary such as walls, ground, and tables in a room. However
a background scene might not be stationary. There are more challenging cases in which
the background image can be composed of stationary, quasi-stationary and non-stationary
objects. The stationary objects contain static features while dynamic features belong to
the non-stationary objects.
Moreover quasi-stationary objects usually do not leave the scene and might have a pe-
riodic, repetitive or random motion such as swaying trees and rippling water. The state of
the objects in the background might also change from stationary to non-stationary or vise-
versa over time. Such objects may have variable dynamics, enter, stay, and leave the scene.
A typical scenario in monitoring and traffic control [2, 111, 115]: a car enters to the visual
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field of the surveillance camera as a moving object, stops with the red light and its state
changes to stationary, the light turns to the green, the car moves and leaves the scene while
its state changes again from a background to a foreground object. Furthermore the appear-
ance of static background pixels might change over time due to illumination changes, CCD
camera spatial noise and random temporal noise. For all of these situations an adaptive
background estimation is needed to model the dynamic changes in the background.
There are different methods for background estimation using different image features
at each pixel location. In most of them spectral features of each pixel representing gray
level intensity or colour information of the pixel have been used to model the background
[45, 65, 72, 126]. Background estimation methods can be divided into different groups
based on using gray level (or colour) intensities, spatially, temporally or sptio-temporally.
Some of them have used spatial features to model the local structures of the background
image [73, 83, 100]. Methods which employ spatial and spectral features have a good
performance when the background image consists of stationary objects with static features
but they demonstrate a poor performance when the background image consists of non-
stationary objects with dynamic features.
Temporal features play a significant role in modelling non-stationary objects and frame
by frame changes of the background [63, 82, 118, 126]. Among the methods which use
temporal features, Gaussian mixture models have been widely used and have performed well
to estimate non-stationary temporal background pixel distributions [48, 62, 118]. Different
extensions of Gaussian mixture models have been introduced to improve their performance
and reduce the running time [69, 80, 131, 132].
The most basic background estimation approach estimates the background by averaging
the previous N frames. The averaging method performs well for stationary background
and moving foreground. An adaptive version of this method which recursively computes
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the background image has been used in [126]. Extensions of this method use Kalman and
infinite impulse response (IIR) filters to model each pixel [72, 75, 91, 106]. In general
the basic method is not effective if the background consists of non-stationary elements or
foreground does not move continuously.
Statistical background methods have been used widely to model image background.
A simple effective method is using a Gaussian distribution to model each pixel [14, 36,
46, 104, 126]. This method is not robust where background temporal variations are multi-
modal. As a natural extension of Gaussian distribution, Gaussian mixtures have been used
to accurately model multi-modal temporal variations of background caused by illumination
changes and motion of non-stationary elements [62]. In this method each pixel is modelled
using a Gaussian mixture. In [48] Friedman and Russell used a multi-modal Gaussian to
classify each pixel into one of the predefined classes including road, vehicle and shadow.
They adaptively updated the Gaussian parameters to model the background changes in
their method.
Among Gaussian mixture methods to model the background, the one proposed by
Stuffer and Grimson for surveillance system [118] is the most sophisticated and has been
considered as the standard Gaussian mixture formulation since then. Based on the variance
and persistence of each Gaussian in the mixture they classify each Gaussian and in turn
its corresponding pixels to the background and foreground. Moreover instead of using
an EM algorithm to solve the Gaussian mixture problem, they use an online K-means
approximation to classify every new pixel to one of the K Gaussian distributions.
Different extensions to this algorithm have been introduced. KaewTraKulPong and
Bowden [69] used another method to update the Gaussians and detect the shadows.
Zivkovic [132] used an algorithm to update both the parameters and the number of Gaus-
sians in the mixture. Lee [80] proposed an extention to Stuffer and Grimson to improve the
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modelling convergence and accuracy. To speed up the parameter learning of the Gaussians
and to maintain the stability and adaptability of the system he used an incorporation of
EM and recursive filter for learning the Gaussians parameters. Heikkila and Pietikainen
[63] introduced the using of the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) as discriminative texture
features to estimate the background temporal distributions in the framework of Staffer
and Grimson. Their method is an efficient texture based approach which can tolerate
illumination changes due to the invariant attribute of LBP features.
To avoid the estimation of Gaussian parameters in the Gaussian mixture model, El-
gammal et. al [45] proposed a nonparametric method to model the background. This is a
generalized kernel-based distribution to estimate the background colour distributions while
the background distributions are estimated directly from the data without preassumptions
about their distribution functions.
Local texture features, local and global spatial statistics and spatial statistical models
such as Markov Random Field (MRF) and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) recently have
been used to improve the background estimation [73, 100]. Kato et. al [73] used a HMM
to model the background and adapt to spatial illumination changes for traffic monitoring
system. Paragios and Ramesh [100] used a combination of Gaussian and MRF to model
the static background and robust foreground segmentation. Although spatial structures
improve the static background estimation and shadow modelling, they demonstrate a poor
performance to model the non-stationary background elements at pixel level.
3.4 Tracking
Assume zk = {z
m
k | m ∈ [1,Mk]} and fk are a measurement set and system state, respec-
tively at time k. Target tracking can be defined as the estimation of the present state
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of a target fk such as position and velocity based on the target’s previous state fk−1 and
some measurements related to present features of the target zk as depicted in Fig. 3.4.
The increasing number of analog surveillance systems and the advances in digital imaging
over time are the main motivations toward systems that are capable of tracking a large
number of targets. The vast amount of measured data and the presence of clutter objects
are the major source of false measurements that make the tracking task very difficult. In-
creasing the number of targets will exponentially increase the computational complexity
of the problem. Moreover when the goal is to track a number of similar targets with the
same features as depicted in Fig. 3.5, the association problem becomes more complex. One
of the most important and difficult problems in computer vision and image processing is
tracking targets in image sequences [115]. There are numerous applications such as video
compression, traffic control, medical diagnosis, living biological observations, and drug dis-
covery [2, 9, 26, 67, 94, 103, 107, 111, 115] in which the main task is target tracking. New
tracking applications have been introduced which are motivated by advances in digital
imaging and image processing algorithms.
Although several approaches for tracking targets in image sequences have been intro-
duced and developed [13, 115], the growing number of new applications with fundamental
differences in their nature demand new application-based approaches. Target tracking in
image sequences can be divided into two major categories, based on what is supposed to
be tracked over time:
1. Partitioning-based region tracking : In this category, we have different regions which
cover the background, touch each other and deform over time, hence the problem is
partitioning the image by segmenting the boundaries of these regions and tracking
the deformation of boundaries over time.
2. Association-based object tracking : In this category, we have well-separated objects





Figure 3.4: Single target tracking: the estimation of the present state of a target fk such
as position and velocity based on the target’s previous state fk−1 and some measurements
related to present features of the target zk.
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which are recognizable from the background, thus the problem is detecting these
objects in the image frames and association of the detected objects over time.
The main focus of this research is on the association-based tracking where the goal is
tracking a number of similar targets with the same features. The tracking problem is
simplified to object detection if we track a single target in a clean background, however
by increasing the number of targets the tracking problem turns to a very complex problem
consisting of two stages: i) detection, and ii) association of detected objects. Usually the
association problem becomes the dominant and the most challenging stage. It should be
pointed out that by increasing the number of targets, the complexity of the association
doesn’t increase linearly but exponentially, hence the cost of tracking n targets is not equal
to n times the cost of tracking one object. In the rest of this section, some of the tracking
methods are explained briefly.
3.4.1 Nearest Neighbour
The nearest neighbour is a simple straight forward estimation algorithm [114, 115]. In this
method the measurement that is closest to the predicted measurement is selected as the
correct present state as depicted in Fig. 3.6. Nearest neighbor standard filter (NNSF) is
one of the most common methods that has been widely used.
In cases where we have false measurements that are not originated from the target,
the closest measurement might be a false measurement, in which case NNSF uses the false
measurement (the closest measurement for this scenario) to update the target state.
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Measurement (t)








Figure 3.5: Multi-target association: tracking a number of similar targets with the same
features. There is four measurements, at least two of them are false alarms, to be used to
update the present state of two targets.










Figure 3.6: Nearest Neighbour Tracking
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3.4.2 Recursive Bayesian Estimation
Let zk = {z
m
k | m ∈ [1,Mk]} and fk be a measurement set and system state, respectively






P (F1:K | Z1:K)
}
(3.28)
where F1:K is a possible hypothesis of the K-frame association (system state) and Z1:K is a
measurement set over time [1 : K]. Recursive Bayesian estimation has been widely used to
solve (3.28). To manage the dimensionality and so the complexity of the tracking problem,
the recursive Bayesian estimation depicted in Fig. 3.7 employs a recursive strategy to









In this way, recursive Bayesian estimation sequentially estimates the marginal distribution
P (fk| Z1:k) given the measurements Z1:k. Considering P (fk−1) as the prior state density
and P (fk| fk−1) as the system dynamics we have
P (fk) =
∫
P (fk| fk−1)P (fk−1)dfk−1 (3.30)
Assume the state density P (fk) is a Markov Process, so it depends only on the state density
in the previous time step P (fk−1). The state estimate is updated by incorporating the new
measurement zk at each time step k. Considering that the state a posteriori density is
P (fk| Zk) = P (fk| zk, Zk−1) (3.31)
using Bayes’ rule we can write
P (fk| Zk) =
P (zk| fk, Zk−1)P (fk| Zk−1)
P (zk| Zk−1)
(3.32)
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and assuming that measurements are independent
P (fk| Zk) = λ · P (zk| fk, Zk−1)P (fk| Zk−1)
= λ · P (zk| fk)P (fk| Zk−1) (3.33)
where P (fk| Zk−1) is the state a priori density, P (zk| fk) is the likelihood of measurement
zk given the state fk, and λ is a normalizing constant. The recursive Bayesian estimation
is summarized in Fig. 3.7.
3.4.3 Joint Probabilistic Data Association
Recall the recursive Bayesian estimation (3.33)
P (fk| Zk) = λ · P (zk| fk)P (fk| Zk−1)
In a special case where conditional probabilities are linear and Gaussian
P (fk| fk−1) ≡ N(fk, Ak, Qk),
P (zk| fk) ≡ N(fk, Hk, Rk) (3.34)
the recursive Bayesian estimation can be computed in a closed form. In this case we have
fk = Akfk−1 + wk,
zk = Hkfk + vk (3.35)
where wk and vk are independent zero mean Gaussian random noise. Qk and Rk are
respectively their associated covariance matrices.
Consider a linear Gaussian model for system dynamics and measurements; Joint Prob-
abilistic Data Association (JPDA) has been widely applied to solve (3.28) for multi-target
tracking [6, 31, 114] using the closed form of recursive Bayesian estimation (3.33). JPDA
assumes the number of targets T to be known with the following constraints:
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Figure 3.7: Recursive Bayesian estimation is widely used to estimate P (fk| Zk) = λ ·
P (zk| fk)P (fk| Zk−1)
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• Each measurement originates from only target or clutter.
• A measurement can be associated to at most one target.
• At most one measurement can be associated to a target.
To make the association problem tractable, JPDA reduces the number of possible associ-
ation hypotheses using a gating strategy and keeps a reasonable subset of them known as
valid association hypotheses. Only the measurements that fall inside the validation gate of
each target are kept as valid measurements for that target and the rest are not considered
as association candidates. Therefore, JPDA associates only the validated measurements
at time k to the targets by searching in a reduced hypothesis space
{fhk | h = 1, 2, ...} (3.36)
for the best member
f̂k = f
ĥ







as the solution. The first term of (3.33), P (zk| fk,j), is the likelihood of measurement zk
given hypothesis fk,j and is computed in standard JPDA as










where βmj is the marginal posterior probability of associating measurement m to target j
so that β0j is the probability of no measurement to be associated to target j. The second
term of (3.33) is a prediction step where Kalman filter is employed by JPDA to model
the association uncertainties assuming the linear dynamics and Gaussian measurement
[6, 31, 114]. There have been considerable efforts to generalize JPDA and overcome its
shortcomings such as the extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to linearize modest nonlinear
systems [47, 58, 68, 99, 110].
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3.4.4 Particle Filtering
As we saw in Sec. 3.4.3, P (fk| Zk) can be solved in closed form in (3.33) for the Gaussian
linear model. For non-linear and/or non-Gaussian cases, the analytic solution of P (fk| Zk)
is usually very complex and impossible to solve.
Conditional density propagation, known as the condensation algorithm [13] and Par-
ticle Filtering [3, 42, 43], are Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) algorithms, a Monte Carlo
approximation of recursive Bayesian estimation (3.33). SMC methods have been widely
used in problems where the Gaussian linear model is not satisfied. In such cases where com-
puting an analytical solution for P (fk| Zk) is not feasible, an approximation of P (fk| Zk) is
computed instead. To do this, SMC first computes the state a priori density P (fk| Zk−1),
then a posteriori density is evaluated incorporating zk, the measurement set at time k.
SMC uses importance sampling to approximate P (fk| Zk) as follows.
Importance Sampling
Importance sampling or factor sampling [13, 53] computes an approximation of an unknown
density function, here P (fk| Zk), by sampling from a known density assumed as a priori




f , · · · , s
N
f } representing system
state variable f are drawn from P̃ (f) randomly. Then sample weighings {wi| i ∈ [1, N ]},




P (z| sif )
∑
n∈[1,N ] P (z| s
n
f )
, i ∈ [1, N ]
}
(3.39)
where P (z| sif ) is the evaluation of P (z|f) at sample s
i
f . A new sample set




f |z, · · · , s
N
f |z} (3.40)
is then generated by sampling from sample set Sf (a priori density) applying the probability
set W (measurement density).
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To obtain the a priori density at each time step k, the system dynamics will be applied
to sample set Sf |z which represents the a posteriori density from time k − 1. Then to
obtain the a posteriori density, the prior density will be sampled with probability set W
representing measurement density. As N increases, the distribution of Sf | z increasingly
tends to that of P (f |z). Each sample weight wi is known as importance weights and each
pair of (sif |z, w
i) is called a particle or a weighted sample.
3.4.5 Multi-Hypotheses Tracking
Multi-hypotheses tracking (MHT) was originally developed by Reid [105] for multi-target
tracking. In MHT, multiple hypotheses, including some likely and some unlikely hypothe-
ses, are propagated over time.
As we discussed in Sec. 3.7, recursive Bayesian estimation sequentially approximates
the system state fk
{fhk | h = 1, 2, ...} (3.41)
and searches in the hypothesis space for the best member
f̂k = f
ĥ







as the solution. In contrast with the recursive Bayesian estimation that associates only
the measurement set at time k to the targets, MHT approximates the system state F1:K
by association of the measurements over multiple frames [1 : K].
MHT is a Bayesian approach in which the likelihood of each hypothesis is computed by
a probability function over all existing hypotheses. In each time step k similar hypotheses
will be combined, unlikely ones will be deleted, and likely hypotheses will be retained.
Therefore by deleting the unlikely hypotheses in each time step, MHT solves the tracking
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P (F1:K | Z1:K)
}
(3.43)
MHT associates a sequence of measurement sets over [1 : K] to the targets by finding the
most likely hypothesis from a limited hypothesis set over [1 : K]
{F h1:K | h = 1, 2, ...} (3.44)
thus finding the best member
F̂1:K = F
ĥ




P (F h1:K |Z1:K)
}
(3.45)
as the solution. Attributes of MHT can be summarized as
• Initiating a new track where new feature is observed,
• Retaining a track as long as feature to be associated to the track is observed,
• MHT terminates a track where feature to be associated to the track is not observed,
• A measurement can be associated at most to one target,
• At most one measurement can be associated to a target.
To estimate the present state considering all the previous states and measurement sets, the
computational cost of MHT algorithm grows exponentially over time. Hence to manage
the complexity, the present state is usually estimated over past N frames.
Chapter 4
The Proposed Approach
One of the most important and common tasks for biomedical researchers is cell tracking,
however it continues to be undertaken manually. Researchers visually perform cell motion
analysis and observe cell movement or changes in cell shape for hours to discover when,
where and how fast it moves, splits or dies. This task is tedious and painful due to the
often corrupted or blurred images, the presence of clutter, fixing eyes for a long time,
and repeating the same task for different cell types. Furthermore, with the extent of cell
imaging data ever increasing, manual tracking becomes progressively impractical. As a
result, automated cell tracking systems are mandatory to further advance the study of
biological cells [8, 17, 33, 37, 54, 90, 96, 128]. An automated tracking system performs
automatic object tracking usually under challenging conditions, which also presents a very
attractive and difficult research problem in computer vision and digital image processing.
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4.1 The Problem at Hand
There are many applications of cell segmentation/localization, detection/recognition, and
tracking in image sequences. Therefore, an automatic or semi-automatic tracking system
has an immense need among biology and biomedical researchers. By eliminating the tedious
process of manual cell tracing, such a system could be used to classify cells based on some
quantitative and qualitative biological criteria.
Due to the large number of cell types with different features and behaviours, designing
a universal cell tracking system is impractical. In this research, we focus on Hematopoietic
Stem Cells (HSCs), which proliferate and differentiate to different blood cell types contin-
uously during their lifetime, and are of substantial interest in gene therapy, cancer, and
stem-cell research. Fig. 4.1 shows three different HSC phenotypes.
The goal of this research is to perform living cell localization/segmentation and tracking.
The proposed method is a Bayesian approach for multi-target tracking and association over
sequences of phase contrast microscope images. This research has been performed in close
cooperation with the Chemical Engineering Department of University of Waterloo and the
Terry Fox Cancer Research Laboratory at British Columbia.
Depending on the nature of the tracking problem it may be categorized as one of i)
segmentation-based, ii) detection-based, iii) recognition-based, and iv) localization-based
tracking. Tracking HSCs over time is one of the most challenging tracking problems that
belongs to the fourth tracking category, localization-based tracking.
4.2 Challenges and Difficulties
Available image sequences are taken over time from different cell types. Data sets include
multiple long image sequences, showing the dynamic change of cells over time. The most
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Phenotype 1 Phenotype 2 Phenotype 3
Figure 4.1: Different HSC phenotypes: (Phenotype 1) Cells have bright boundary and dark
interior. (Phenotype 2) Cells are completely bright. (Phenotype 3) Poor contrast cells.
challenging task for an image-sequence tracking problem is to adapt and extend the avail-
able image processing approaches to the applications of cell imaging to analyze these data
sets.
Moreover, living cell tracking as a localization-based tracking problem is a very chal-
lenging task. Living cell images generally are corrupted with noise, have a short range
of gray levels as opposed to most segmentation/tracking problems which focus on known
objects in high contrast data sets such as video images and movies. Although cell stain-
ing techniques can be used to increase the contrast between cell areas and background,
these techniques undesirably stain different parts of a tissue unevenly, causing inhomo-
geneity. Further, the presence of many cluttered objects, insignificant texture, and weak
cell boundaries are the other reasons which make cell tracking more challenging.
In comparison with tracking problems which track known objects in high contrast
video clips, cell tracking is a relatively new application in which standard image tracking
algorithms, regarding the differences between two successive frames, usually would yield
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meaningless results in the cell-imaging context.
The key challenges of our tracking problem can be summarized as:
1. To keep cells alive and healthy, light exposure must be controlled during their life
cycle to minimize phototoxicity. Therefore it is desired to limit light exposure in
each frame and to sample the frames as far apart as possible, leading to infrequent,
poorly-contrasted images, directly at odds with the data desired for easy tracking:
frequent, high-contrast images.
2. The limited light exposure and cell transparency both contribute to the very low
contrast images that make the localization/segmentation task very difficult.
3. The blood stem cells which are of interest in this research, all have the same visual
appearance and cannot be discriminated visually.
4. To track a particular cell over time, the association task becomes crucial.
4.3 Ideas and Directions
In this research, a model-based cell tracker is designed to locate and track individual cells.
The proposed cell tracking system consists of three inter-related stages:
• Cell detection/localization,
• The association of detected cells,
• Background estimation/subtraction.
The key ideas and directions of this research can be summarized as
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• Ridgelet BayesShrink for image denoising by employing Ridgelet transform for ab-
stract representation of lines,
• The design of a model-based object localization for HSCs of Phenotype 1,
• The design of a general model-based object localization for different HSC phenotypes
investigated in this research,
• Present object localization as an inverse problem and provide two deconvolution
based approaches,
• Develop a mutual method for foreground localization and background estimation,
• The introduction of an optimal generative single-frame association for multi-target
tracking based on an extended Hungarian method which is a class of linear program-
ming optimization,
The proposed ideas and directions will be addressed in detail in the rest of this thesis as
following:
• Denoising (Chapter 5)
• Cell Segmentation and Localization (Chapter 6)
• Background Estimation (Chapter 7)
• Cell Tracking (Chapter 8)
Chapter 5
Denoising
Recently the Ridgelet and Curvelet transforms were developed to reduce the limitations
of wavelet-based image processing. The wavelet transform effectively represents the point
singularities of one-dimensional signals, however it produces several large coefficients along
significant edges of an image even at fine scales. Hence, edges of an image appear as many
large wavelet coefficients repeatedly at fine scales, so to properly reconstruct the edges of
the image many wavelet coefficients are required. The estimation of so many coefficients
makes wavelet denoising techniques complex. The ridgelet transform can compensate the
weaknesses of the wavelet transform to represent smoothness along the edges of 2-D images.
In this chapter, the ridgelet transform is discussed and our proposed ridgelet based image
denoising is introduced. The following concepts are addressed in this chapter.
• Ridgelet Transform
• Ridgelet Denoising
• Calculating BayesShrink Thresholds for Ridgelet Denoising
• Combined Ridgelet-Wavelet Denoising
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Figure 5.1: Radon transform of a 2-D surface computed for direction θ.
5.1 Ridgelet for Image Denoising
An edge, as the border of two smooth regions, is generally a smooth curve, however it
is discontinuous and can be considered as a 1-D singularity in a piecewise 2-D image.
The wavelet transform faces some difficulties to discover edges as 1-D singularities in 2-D
signals. The 2-D wavelet transform as the product of 1-D wavelets, discovers the sin-
gularities across the edge but it doesn’t recognize the smoothness along the edge. To
compensate for this weakness of the wavelet transform in higher dimensions, ridgelet and
curvelet transforms were recently introduced by Candes and Donoho [18, 19]. Different
denoising methods have been proposed for signal denoising via wavelet. On the other hand
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.2: (a) A synthetic image consisting of white and black regions. (b) Edge image
obtained applying Sobel kernel to (a) for edge detection. (c) Radon transform of edge
image (b).
VisuShrink ridgelet thresholding has been recently introduced [39] as an alternative to
the wavelet denoising and performs better than wavelet for images with straight lines. In
this chapter our BayesShrink ridgelet image denoising is introduced and the results are
compared with those of the VisuShrink ridgelet method.
5.1.1 Ridgelet Transform
The ridgelet transform effectively represents line singularities of 2-D signals. Since a sparse
representation of smooth functions and straight edges is provided by the ridgelet trans-
form, this new expansion can accurately represent both smooth functions and edges with
fewer nonzero coefficients and achieves a lower mean square error (MSE) than the wavelet
transform. It maps the line singularities into point singularities in the Radon domain
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 5.3: Ridgelet horizontal and the approximate coefficients of the image depicted in
the Fig. 5.2(b): (a) Level 1. (b) Level 2. (c) Level 3. (d) Level 4. (e) Approximate
coefficients.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.4: Ridgelet vertical coefficients of the image depicted in the Fig. 5.2(b): (a) Level
1. (b) Level 2. (c) Level 3. (d) Level 4.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.5: Ridgelet diagonal coefficients of the image depicted in the Fig. 5.2(b): (a)
Level 1. (b) Level 2. (c) Level 3. (d) Level 4.
[18] by employing the embedded Radon transform. Therefore, the wavelet transform can
efficiently be applied to discover the point singularities in this new domain.
The ridgelet transform can be considered as application of wavelet transform in the
radon domain. As we can observe in Fig. 5.1, the radon transform represents a two
dimensional function by a set of line integrals in (Xr, Yr) axis that have angular direction
θ with respect to (X,Y ) axis. In this way a line can be represented with a few significant
radon coefficient as it is shown in Fig. 5.2. Because of the abstract representation of the
lines in radon domain, the application of the wavelet transform to the radon coefficients
produces a few large coefficients along significant edges. As a result to properly reconstruct
the edges of the image, only few wavelet coefficients are required. Needing to estimate few
coefficients makes the denoising task much less complex. The detailed coefficients including
horizontal, vertical, and diagonal for the edge image (depicted in Fig. 5.2) are depicted in
Fig. 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 respectively, while approximate ridgelet coefficients is shown in Fig.
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5.3(e).
Having the ability to approximate singularities along a line, several terms with common
ridge lines can effectively be superposed by the ridgelet transform. The bivariate ridgelet
transform [18] in R2 is defined by
ℜα,β,θ(κ) = α
−1/2ω((κ1 cos θ + κ2 sin θ − β)/α) (5.1)
where, α > 0, β and θ are scale, location and orientation parameters respectively and ω is a
univariate wavelet function on R → R. Along the ridgelet lines κ1 cos θ +κ2 sin θ, ridgelets
are constant and they are equal to the wavelets in the orthogonal direction. Ridgelet
coefficients of a bivariate function I(κ) in R2 are given by
ℜI(α, β, θ) =
∫
ℜα,β,θ(κ)I(κ)dκ (5.2)















and is valid for integrable (and square integrable) functions. Considering the 2-D ridgelet
transform as a 1-D wavelet transform in the radon domain, the ridgelet coefficients of
function I(κ) can be defined as
ℜI(α, β, θ) =
∫
ℜt(θ, τ)α
−1/2ω((τ − β)α)dτ (5.4)
where ℜt(θ, τ) is the Radon transform of function I(κ).
5.1.2 Ridgelet Denoising Concept
The wavelet denoising was explained in chapter 3 (Sec. 3.1), while ridgelet denoising will
be discussed in this chapter. To explain the ridgelet denoising procedure, let S be an orig-
inal M × M image, where i = 1, 2, · · · ,M , j = 1, 2, · · · ,M , and I[i, j] = S[i, j] + n[i, j] is













Denoised   Image
Figure 5.6: Ridgelet for image denoising
the image corrupted by additive noise n which is identically distributed and independent
of S. As depicted in Fig. 5.6, in the first step of ridgelet denoising, the observed image
I is transformed into the ridgelet domain. Then the ridgelet coefficients are thresholded
and finally the denoised coefficients are transformed back to reconstruct the image. Let
RD and RR be the forward ridgelet decomposition and inverse ridgelet reconstruction, re-
spectively. Let T and τ be the thresholding operator and the threshold value respectively.
The ridgelet thresholding can be summarized as
IR = RD(I)
Iτ = T (IR, τ)
Ŝ = RR(Iτ )
(5.5)
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The choice of the threshold and the method which is used to calculate the threshold,
determine how efficient the denoising technique would be. Although selecting a small
threshold may produce an output image close to the input, the recovered image may still
be noisy. On the other hand, a choice of a large threshold may yield a blurred image
by setting most of the wavelet coefficients to zero. Two different thresholding techniques,
VisuShrink and BayesShrink, are explained in the following Section.
5.1.3 BayesShrink Method
The subband wavelet and ridgelet coefficients of a natural image can be described by the
Generalized Gaussian Distribution (GGD) [22, 23]:
GGσ,IR,γ(IR) = P (σIR , γ) exp{−[δ(σIR , γ) |IR| ]
γ} (5.6)
where −∞ < iR ∈ IR < +∞, γ > 0 and,










P (σIR , γ) =





σIR is the standard deviation of subband ridgelet coefficients, γ is the shape parameter
and Γ is Gamma function. Considering such a distribution for the ridgelet coefficients and
estimating γ and σIR for each subband, the soft threshold τ which minimizes the Bayesian
Risk [22, 23] can be obtained by minimizing
ℜ(τ) = E(ÎR − IR)
2 = EIREJ |IR(ÎR − IR)
2 (5.9)
where ÎR is τ(J), J |IR is N(IR, σ) and IR is GGσIR ,γ . Then the optimal threshold τ
∗ is
given by
τ ∗(σIR , γ) = arg min
τ
ℜ(τ) (5.10)
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Figure 5.7: Ridgelet coefficients of a 1-D signal after L decomposition levels.
τ ∗ does not have a closed form solution and numerical calculation is used to find τ ∗. An





where σ2SR is variance of subband ridgelet coefficients and σ
2
n is an estimation of the noise
variance.
5.1.4 Calculating the BayesShrink Threshold for Ridgelet Coef-
ficients
Subband dependent thresholds are used to calculate the BayesShrink ridgelet threshold.
The estimated threshold is given by (5.11). The 1-D ridgelet coefficients, obtained by com-
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puting the wavelet transform of 1-D radon coefficients, corresponding to different directions
are depicted in Fig. 5.7. In this figure each column corresponds to a specific direction,
hence the number of columns determines the number of directions and each column con-
tains subband detail coefficients for L different decomposition levels. To estimate the noise
variance σ2n from the subband details, the median estimator is used on the 1-D subband
coefficients:
σ̂n = median(|Details|)/γ (5.12)
where γ assumed to be equal to 0.6745 as it has been used in [41]. The signal standard
deviation is calculated for each direction in each subband detail individually. Thus having
N directions and L subbands, N × L different σIR must be estimated corresponding to
N × L subband-directions coefficients. Note that in BayesShrink wavelet denoising, σIw
is estimated on 2-D dyadic subbands [22]. Thus having L decomposition levels, 3 × L
different σSR , signal ridgelet subband standard deviation, must be estimated to calculate
the thresholds for the different subbands. To estimate σSR , recall that the observed signal
I considered to be I = S + n, so for the ridgelet coefficients we have IR = SR + n, where




+ σ2n where σ
2
IR
is the variance of the observed signal ridgelet coefficients. So






5.2 Combined Ridgelet-Wavelet Approach
As we can observe in the depicted figures in the results section, the ridgelet performs
better than wavelet for denoising edges and lines in a given image, while wavelet overall
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Algorithm 7 Combined Wavelet-Ridgelet Denoising Algorithm
1: e = ασ̂2n
2: Ŝ = I
3: Cw = Wavelet Transform{Ŝ}
4: CTw = BayesShrink Wavelet{Cw}
5: Ŝ = Inverse Wavelet Transform{CTw}
6: Cr = Ridgelet Transform{Ŝ}
7: CTr = BayesShrink Ridgelet{Cr}
8: Ŝ = Inverse Ridgelet Transform{CTr}
performs better, specifically on natural images. Therefore, it seems quite reasonable to take
advantage of the ridgelet transform for improving the performance of the wavelet transform
to denoise edges and lines. Hence, a combined denoising method is proposed in this section
as depicted in Fig. 5.8. In the proposed method, the overall better performance of the
wavelet transform for image denoising and the better performance of ridgelet transform for
denoising edges are mutually gained to improve the visual image quality. Our proposed
method by combining wavelet and ridgelet, performs better than each method individually.
The proposed denoising method follows.
5.2.1 Combined Denoising Algorithm
As we can observe in the denoised image depicted in Fig. 5.16(Top) using BayesShrink
wavelet denoising method, imperfect noise removal causes some artifacts especially in vicin-
ity of edges and lines in the image. As it was discussed in this chapter, these artifacts are the
effect of incapability of the wavelet transform to discover the smoothness along the edges
and lines, representing them with many significant coefficients that makes the denoising
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BayesShrink Wavelet Denoising
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+ n: Noisy Image 
BayesShrink Ridgelet Denoising
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Figure 5.8: Combined denoising method
task very complex along these 1-D singularities.
Therefore, to improve the denoising along edges and lines, we take advantage of ridgelet
transform that effectively discover the smoothness along edges by representing them using
few significant coefficients. To do this, the observed image will be passed through wavelet
and ridgelet denoising filters sequentially in the proposed method as depicted in Algorithm
7.
5.2.2 The Next Step as Potential Extension
The proposed combined denoising method potentially can be extended as an iterative
method as depicted in Fig. 5.9. To avoid the overhead complexity that signal synthesizing
methods such as Basis Pursuit and Matching Pursuit [30, 89] might cause, in the iterative
method the observed image may iteratively passe through wavelet and ridgelet denoising
filters until a cost function is satisfied as depicted in Algorithm 8. Assuming I = S +n, the
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Algorithm 8 Iterative Combined Wavelet-Ridgelet Denoising Algorithm
1: e = ασ̂2n
2: Ŝt = I
3: repeat
4: Ŝt−1 = Ŝt
5: Cw = Wavelet Transform{Ŝt}
6: CTw = BayesShrink Wavelet{Cw}
7: Ŝt = Inverse Wavelet Transform{CTw}
8: Cr = Ridgelet Transform{Ŝt}
9: CTr = BayesShrink Ridgelet{Cr}
10: Ŝt = Inverse Ridgelet Transform{CTr}
11: until |Ŝt − Ŝt−1|
2 < e
noise variance can be estimated and the denoising task will be repeated until |Ŝt−Ŝt−1|
2 < e
be satisfied, where Ŝt and Ŝt−1 are estimated pure signal at present and previous time steps
and e can be selected as a fraction of the noise variance.
5.2.3 Results
In this section the proposed ridgelet denoising and combined wavelet-ridgelet denoising
techniques are used to recover the noisy images which are corrupted with additive white
noise.
BayesShrink Ridgelet Denoising vs. VisuShrink Ridgelet Denoising
BayesShrink and VisuShrink ridgelet image denoising methods are implemented and based
on different wavelet basis the results are compared. Since the ridgelet transform performs
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BayesShrink Wavelet Denoising
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Figure 5.9: Iterative combined denoising method
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better on images having many edges and lines, the test image in the following experiments,
as depicted in Fig. 5.10, is an image with perfectly straight lines which has been used in
[39]. Denoised images depicted in Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12 are derived using the VisuShrink
and BayesShrink thresholding methods respectively. The results are obtained based on
three different wavelet bases including Daubechies, Symlets and Biorthogonal. As we can
observe according to the SNR measurements, the results obtained by BayesShrink ridgelet
method are better than those obtained by VisuShrink ridgelet method using different
wavelet bases. Moreover, BayesShrink provides superior results than VisuShrink based on
image quality regardless of the wavelet bases.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.10: (a) Original image. (b) Noisy image with SNR = 7.22.
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Combined BayesShrink Denoising vs. BayesShrink Wavelet Denoising
Some results obtained by applying BayesShrink wavelet, BayesShrink ridgelet and the
proposed method are presented in this section. A synthetic image with straight lines is
used in the first experiment, as shows in Fig. 5.13. As we can observe, the combined
filtering performed better than the two others such that its results have better visual
quality and higher SNR. Fig. 5.14 shows the denoised Lena image using BayesShrink
wavelet, BayesShrink ridgelet and the proposed method. Although this image doesn’t have
straight regions, the combined BayesShrink wavelet-ridgelet does not degrade the superior
wavelet result in this domain and performs as well as BayesShrink wavelet. Finally, the
proposed method is applied to the Gold-hill image, a natural image with straight regions.
Figs. 5.15(Top) and (Bottom) show the original and noisy image respectively. Restored
images using BayesShrink wavelet and the proposed method are depicted in Fig. 5.16(Top)
and (Bottom) respectively. As can be observed, not only the SNR is improved by the
combined method but the image is smoother and free of the many local artifacts clearly
visible in the BayesShrink wavelet case.
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Figure 5.11: VisuShrink ridgelet image denoising: (Top) SNR = 11.56 using daubechies
wavelet basis. (Middle) SNR = 11.65 using symlets wavelet basis. (Bottom) SNR = 12.04
using biorthogonal wavelet basis.
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Figure 5.12: BayesShrink ridgelet image denoising: (Top) SNR = 13.25 using daubechies
wavelet basis. (Middle) SNR = 13.30 using symlets wavelet basis. (Bottom) SNR = 13.16
using biorthogonal wavelet basis.


































































Figure 5.14: BayesShrink Methods to Restore Noisy Lena Image
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Figure 5.15: (Top) Original Goldhill image. (Bottom) Noisy image with SNR=7.93.
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Figure 5.16: (Top) BayesShrink Wavelet Denoising, SNR = 11.59. (Bottom) BayesShrink
Wavelet-Ridgelet, SNR = 11.82.
Chapter 6
Cell Segmentation and Localization
As it was mentioned in chapter 4, based on the nature of tracking problem, they can
be grouped in four categories: i) segmentation-based, ii) detection-based, iii) recognition-
based, and iv) localization-based. Therefore segmentation, detection, recognition, and
localization are crucial stages respectively.
The HSCs in our research have fairly circular shape and the same visual appear-
ance, thus they cannot be discriminated visually and the tracking problem belongs to
the localization-based tracking category. In turn, to track a particular cell over time, the
association task becomes crucial.
To solve this localization-based tracking problem, HSCs must be first detected and/or
segmented. A wide variety of methods have been proposed for cell segmentation [4, 8, 12,
17, 56, 90, 92, 127, 128] divided into six major categories: region based methods(Sec. 3.2.1),
boundary based methods(Sec. 3.2.2), hybrid methods (Sec. 3.2.5), thresholding methods
(Sec. 3.2.7), mean shift procedure (Sec. 3.2.8), and deformable models. Typical methods
of these categories are split & merge [12], region growing methods [127], morphological
operators [4], watershed [90], thresholding [56, 74, 128], mean shift procedure [33], nearest
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neighbor graphs [54]and snakes [92].
To minimize phototoxicity and to keep cells alive and healthy, light exposure is limited
during imaging HSCs that leads to poorly-contrasted images. AS a result, HSCs cannot be
well segmented, rather they must be detected in each frame. The cell detection problem
here, can be addressed as an anomaly detection problem, the localization of groups of pixels
inconsistent with the random behavior of the image background. Moreover, HSCs in our
study have fairly regular shape and brightness patterns. Hence, integration of these useful
information in a detection method should improve the detection performance in comparison
with simple thresholding methods. Our proposed segmentation and localization methods
are addressed in this chapter as follows:
• Problem Context (Sec. 6.1)
• Initial Cell Model (Sec. 6.2)
• Thresholding Cell Detection (Sec. 6.3)
• Probabilistic Cell Detection (Sec. 6.4)
• Deconvolution Model for Stem-Cell Localization (Sec. 6.5)
• Watershed-Deconvolution Method for Cell Detection (Sec. 6.6).
6.1 Problem Context
Suppose we have an image sequence I1:K = {I1, I2, ..., IK}, the optimum answer to the
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A typical microscopic multi-well video clip in our experiments consists of 32 independent
wells, in each of which two to four HSCs are injected. The blood stem cells have a fairly
regular shape and brightness pattern which can be integrated in an initial cell model as
follows in the next section.
Single-well video clips are cropped from the original multi-well video clip and are pro-
cessed individually. As we can observe in Fig. 6.1 complicated structures, such as well
boundaries, are visible in coarsely cropped image sequences. These structures might be
detected as cells and would degrade the cell detection performance. To avoid this, it will
be assumed that wells are precisely cropped so that well structures are not visible in the
image sequence, leading to a uniform background as depicted in Fig. 6.2. In the rest of
this chapter we assume that the image sequences have a uniform background. How to
achieve a uniform background is a question that will be answered in the chapter 7 where
we discuss background estimation/subtraction problem.
6.2 Initial Cell Model
Looking at microscope images in Fig. 6.3, we can observe that HSCs can be characterized
as an approximately circular object with a dark interior and a bright boundary — an effect
due to phase contrast imaging modality. During splitting, a mature cell is divided to give
birth to two new cells, as marked by a circle in Fig. 6.3(b).
6.2.1 Feature Set
We can make the detection problem (6.1) much more specific by seeking particular features
consistent with HSCs. So rather than a heuristic thresholding approach, the specific,
consistent cell attributes observed should allow us to formulate a far more specific model,
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.1: (a) Coarsely cropped well in which well boundaries are visible. (b) Applying
the proposed model-based detection method (Sec. 6.2), to the coarsely cropped well. In
contrast with the perfect result obtained by applying the proposed method to a cropped well
interior with no boundaries (Fig. 6.2(b)), here the proposed method (Sec. 6.2) performs
very poorly where the cropped image contains visible well boundaries.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.2: (a) Cropped well interior with no well boundaries. (b) Applying the proposed
model-based detection method (Sec. 6.2), to the cropped well interior.
essentially a matched filter [123], to be more robust to noise and low contrast. The model




• Boundary uniformity or symmetry.
The four cell criteria are then combined to formulate the following probabilistic cell model
P (xc, yc, r| Ik) = Pcb(B̄) · Pci(C̄) · Pbu(B) (6.2)
where the cell boundary Pcb, cell interior Pci and boundary uniformity Pbu terms are elab-
orated below.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.3: HSC phase contrast image: (a) Non dividing cells. (b) A mature cell dividing
into two new cells.
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Boundary and Interior Cell Pixels
The proposed probabilistic cell model is designed to segment the individual cells within the
same frame considering a cell as a dark region with a bright boundary. The most probable
cell locations are identified in the image by integrating the probabilities of the average cell
boundary intensity, the average inside cell intensity and uniformity of the cell boundary.
As depicted in Fig. 6.4(b), to model a dark region surrounded by a bright boundary, the
proposed cell model consists of two concentric circles, with the radius of the internal circle
being half that of the external one. To facilitate the analysis of the image as a function of
cell center location (xc, yc) and radius r we construct the set of boundary pixels
B(xc, yc, r, I) =
{
Iij| |(xc − i)
2 + (yc − j)






and the set of interior cell pixels
C(xc, yc, r, I) =
{
Iij| (xc − i)







Computing Sample Means and Probabilities of B and C Sets












where Bi and Ci are the i
th element of the respective set. Based on a visual examination
of the distribution of sample points of B̄ derived from real imagery, the probability density
of cell boundary Pcb is modelled as Gaussian with mean µcb and variance σ
2
cb
Pcb(B̄) ∼ N(B̄; µcb, σ
2
cb), (6.7)
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Figure 6.4: (a) 8 by 8 pixel detail of a HSC phase contrast microscope image. (b) A circular
idealized cell model.
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where µcb and σ
2
cb are estimated empirically. Similarly the probability density of dark region
inside the cell Pci is also modelled as Gaussian with mean µci and variance σ
2
ci
Pci(C̄) ∼ N(C̄; µci, σ
2
ci), (6.8)
where µci and σ
2
ci are again estimated empirically.
It should be mentioned that the parameters of model (6.2) are time invariant, consistent
with most of our acquired data sets. Therefore in cases where the intensity or contrast
of the image changes over time due to background noise or spatio-temporal illumination
variations, the non-stationarity of the data might make (6.2) in error or inapplicable. In
such cases, to improve the robustness of the proposed method, the time variations of the
image sequence need to be removed by background estimation and subtraction, considered
in the next chapter.
Penalizing Spurious Cell Detection
As illustrated in Fig. 6.5 we wish to penalize spurious cell detection. We propose to
calculate an empirical cumulative density function (CDF) to discriminate background from





, n ∈ 1 : |B| (6.9)
As a set of constant or uniform values in B corresponds to a straight line CDF, we use a







An exponential function Pbu(D) is used to penalize the non uniformity as
Pbu(D) = exp{−2 · N · D(cdf)} (6.11)
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Figure 6.5: A scenario in which a spuriously hypothesized (white) cell may have a large
associated average brightness B̄ and a low cell interior brightness C̄. The uniformity
constraint (HSC33) in the cell boundary is intended to address this case.
Locating The Cell Centers
The development of a simple model for the detection of cells in background noise is com-
pleted by combining cell criteria in (6.2). Finally, to locate the cell centers, cell model
(6.2) is first applied to the given HSC image. We then find the local maxima in P (6.2)
and then threshold the local maxima map.
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6.2.2 Results
Some results obtained by applying the proposed cell model in (6.2) to the original HSC
images of Phenotype 1 follow. As can be observed in the figures 6.6 to 6.9, applying the
initial probabilistic cell model to HSC images of Phenotype 1, it is able to identify both
non-dividing and dividing cell centers correctly.
HSC Phenotype 1 - Non-dividing cells
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.6: (a) Microscope image I. (b) Probability map P (z| I, r◦) obtained by applying
cell model (6.2). (c) Thresholding the local maxima map of P (z| I, r◦).
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HSC Phenotype 1 - Dividing cells
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.7: (a) Microscope image I. (b) Probability map P (z| I, r◦) obtained by applying
cell model (6.2). (c) Thresholding the local maxima map of P (z| I, r◦).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.8: (a) Microscope image I. (b) Probability map P (z| I, r◦) obtained by applying
cell model (6.2). (c) Thresholding the local maxima map of P (z| I, r◦).
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HSC Phenotype 1 - Divided cells
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.9: (a) Microscope image I. (b) Probability map P (z| I, r◦) obtained by applying
cell model (6.2). (c) Thresholding the local maxima map of P (z| I, r◦).
6.3 Thresholding Cell Detection
Three different HSC phenotypes are depicted in Fig. 6.10. To be used for detection of all
HSC phenotypes investigated in this work, the proposed method in this section is a more
generalized approach in comparison with the method that was proposed in Sec. 6.2. The
description follows.
6.3.1 Feature Set
As we can see in Fig. 6.10, except for Phenotype 1, the other HSC phenotypes cannot be
modelled as an object with dark interior and bright boundary (6.2), therefore the proposed
method in Sec. 6.2 performs poorly to detect HSCs of Phenotype 2 and Phenotype 3.
To design a general method that could be applicable for detecting different HSC pheno-
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Phenotype 1 Phenotype 2 Phenotype 3
Figure 6.10: Different HSC phenotypes: (Phenotype 1) Cells have bright boundary and
dark interior. (Phenotype 2) Cells are completely bright. (Phenotype 3) Poor contrast
cells.
types investigated in this research, some common features among different HSC phenotypes
must be extracted. All HSC phenotypes in this work can be characterized as an approx-
imately circular object. Cell pixels have also high intensity variations against a uniform
background, hence a HSC can be localized by detecting a group of pixels located in a circle
and have high intensity variations against a uniform background. These criteria can be
summarized as follows.
1. The cell is round, with some radius,
2. Cell pixels are significantly different from the uniform background pixels.
So to locate HSCs, for each pixel (x, y) in the image, the sample mean of square intensities
of all its neighbour pixels located in a circle with center coordinates (x, y) and radius r
is computed. A binary image is then generated by segmenting the mean square image
to foreground and background. Having a binary image, Euclidean distance of foreground
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objects from the background is computed that will be referred as Euclidean image. As the
last step, to localize the cell centers, the local maxima in the Euclidean image are found
and thresholded.
Circular Mean Square
HSCs are modelled as a circular anomaly which is represented by a set of pixels with
significant intensity variations against the uniform background. Assuming (x, y) and r as
center coordinates and radius of a cell respectively, we construct the set G(zmk , Ik), which
returns the inside cell pixels
G(z, I) = {Iij| (x − i)
2 + (y − j)2 ≤ (r)2 } (6.12)







Two Class Classification: Cell and Background
To recognize cells from the uniform background, first (6.13) is applied to the cell image






















= σ2 + µ2 (6.15)
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= σ2cell + µ
2
cell (6.17)
For all of the different cell phenotypes one or both of the σ2cell, µ
2
cell are significantly higher
than those of the background, therefore Ḡbkg << Ḡcell and as a result Ḡ can be used to
detect HSCs in the uniform background by classifying to two classes, cell and background,
by minimizing the inter-class variance
σ2(T ) = lcell(T ) · σ
2
cell(T ) + lbkg(T ) · σ
2
bkg(T ) (6.18)
where lbkg(T ) and lcell(T ) are the number of pixels in the background and the cell classes,
σ2bkg(T ), σ
2
cell(T ), and σ
2(T ) are variance of background, variance of cell class and inter-class
variance considering the threshold (T ). Replacing σ2bkg and σ
2
cell respectively from (6.16)
and (6.17) in (6.18) we have
σ2(T ) = lcell(T ) · (Ḡcell(T ) + µ
2
cell(T )) + lbkg(T ) · Ḡ
2
bkg(T ) (6.19)
Distance of Anomalous Pixels from Background
Considering the HSC as a circular anomaly in the proposed method it can be concluded that
the cell center has the maximum distance to the cell boundary in comparison with any other
pixel in the cell area. Thus to fit a circular shape to the classified anomalous regions, we
compute D(cellp, bkgp), the Euclidean distance of each anomalous pixel cellp = (xcell, ycell)
from its closest background pixel bkgp = (xbkg, ybkg)
D(cellp, bkgp) =
√
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Locating The Cell Centers
We compute the product of the Euclidean distance map and the circular mean square
Pcell = Dcell · Ḡ (6.22)
therefore from pixels with the same circular mean square value in Ḡ, the one that is located
closer to the centroid of a segmented cell region and so has a higher value in Dcell, will
have higher value in Pcell and as a result will be more likely to be a cell center. Finally,
to locate the cell centers, we find the local maxima in Pcell and then threshold the local
maxima map.
6.3.2 Results
Some results obtained by applying the proposed cell detection method in (6.22) to HSC
images of different phenotypes follow. As can be observed in the figures 6.11 to 6.19, apply-
ing the proposed thresholding cell detection method to HSC images of different phenotypes
investigated in this work, it is able to identify both non-dividing and dividing cell centers
correctly.
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HSC Phenotype 1 - Non-dividing cells
Figure 6.11: (a) Original HSC image. (b) Circular mean square. (c) Classification of
circular mean square to cell and background classes by minimizing the inter-class variance.
(d) Euclidean distance of cell pixels from the background. (e) Product of Circular mean
square and Euclidean distance. (f) Cell center locations after thresholding the maxima
map.
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HSC Phenotype 1 - Dividing cells
Figure 6.12: (a) Original HSC image. (b) Circular mean square. (c) Classification of
circular mean square to cell and background classes by minimizing the inter-class variance.
(d) Euclidean distance of cell pixels from the background. (e) Product of Circular mean
square and Euclidean distance. (f) Cell center locations after thresholding the maxima
map.
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HSC Phenotype 1 - Dividing cells
Figure 6.13: (a) Original HSC image. (b) Circular mean square. (c) Classification of
circular mean square to cell and background classes by minimizing the inter-class variance.
(d) Euclidean distance of cell pixels from the background. (e) Product of Circular mean
square and Euclidean distance. (f) Cell center locations after thresholding the maxima
map.
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HSC Phenotype 2 - Non-dividing cells
Figure 6.14: (a) Original HSC image. (b) Circular mean square. (c) Classification of
circular mean square to cell and background classes by minimizing the inter-class variance.
(d) Euclidean distance of cell pixels from the background. (e) Product of Circular mean
square and Euclidean distance. (f) Cell center locations after thresholding the maxima
map.
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HSC Phenotype 2 - Dividing cells
Figure 6.15: (a) Original HSC image. (b) Circular mean square. (c) Classification of
circular mean square to cell and background classes by minimizing the inter-class variance.
(d) Euclidean distance of cell pixels from the background. (e) Product of Circular mean
square and Euclidean distance. (f) Cell center locations after thresholding the maxima
map.
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HSC Phenotype 2 - Dividing cells
Figure 6.16: (a) Original HSC image. (b) Circular mean square. (c) Classification of
circular mean square to cell and background classes by minimizing the inter-class variance.
(d) Euclidean distance of cell pixels from the background. (e) Product of Circular mean
square and Euclidean distance. (f) Cell center locations after thresholding the maxima
map.
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HSC Phenotype 3 - Non-dividing cells
Figure 6.17: (a) Original HSC image. (b) Circular mean square. (c) Classification of
circular mean square to cell and background classes by minimizing the inter-class variance.
(d) Euclidean distance of cell pixels from the background. (e) Product of Circular mean
square and Euclidean distance. (f) Cell center locations after thresholding the maxima
map.
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HSC Phenotype 3 - Dividing cells
Figure 6.18: (a) Original HSC image. (b) Circular mean square. (c) Classification of
circular mean square to cell and background classes by minimizing the inter-class variance.
(d) Euclidean distance of cell pixels from the background. (e) Product of Circular mean
square and Euclidean distance. (f) Cell center locations after thresholding the maxima
map.
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HSC Phenotype 3 - Dividing cells
Figure 6.19: (a) Original HSC image. (b) Circular mean square. (c) Classification of
circular mean square to cell and background classes by minimizing the inter-class variance.
(d) Euclidean distance of cell pixels from the background. (e) Product of Circular mean
square and Euclidean distance. (f) Cell center locations after thresholding the maxima
map.
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6.4 Probabilistic Cell Detection
The proposed approach in Sec. 6.3 is a general approach which is applicable to discrimi-
nate HSCs of different phenotypes investigated in this work from the uniform background.
However, the proposed method in Sec. 6.3 may potentially perform better to discriminate
single cells and dividing cells from each other, if some other features could be extracted
and integrated in the model.
6.4.1 Feature Set
To design a probabilistic cell model similar to (6.2) in Sec. 6.2, but generalized to all HSC
phenotypes which are investigated in this work similar to the proposed method in Sec. 6.3,
we propose a cell model that integrates the following features.
As we mentioned in Sec. 6.3 and is depicted in Fig. 6.20, all of the HSC phenotypes can
be characterized as approximately circular objects with high intensity variations against
the uniform background. Moreover as we can observe in Fig. 6.20, most of the pixels
around a cell are near the background mean, and the cell brightness pattern is symmetric
about the cell center. These features are combined in a new cell model to discriminate cells
from the uniform background and to better discriminate single cells from dividing ones.
The proposed new probabilistic cell model is the product of three probabilistic terms: Pcell,
Ppnlz, and Popp which are associated with the cell probability, the penalizing probability,
and the discrimination probability respectively.
P (zmk | Ik) = Pcell(z
m
k | Ik) · Ppnlz(z
m
k | Ik) · Popp(z
m
k | Ik) (6.23)
The probabilistic cell model is a function of z = (x, y, r), where (x, y) is cell center location,
and r is the cell radius. This revised model (6.23) is similar in sprit to (6.2), but generalized
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to all HSC phenotypes investigated in this work. The description and computation of each
probabilistic term follows.








that was developed in Sec. 6.3 to extract the sample mean of square intensities of inside
cell pixels. As it was discussed in Sec. 6.3, Ḡ can effectively be employed to discriminate




k | Ik) = 1 − exp{−Ḡ(z
m
k , Ik)} (6.25)
so that Pcell has a strong response for cell pixels whereas it has a poor response (close to
zero) for background pixels.
Penalizing False Candidates
As we can observe in Fig. 6.20 for all cell phenotypes, intensity variations is noticeable
for all pixels which fall in the cells dividing region for proximate and splitting cells. This
is true for all different HSC phenotypes depicted in Fig. 6.20 top, middle, and bottom.
These pixels are located close to the cell boundary (the division line of two cells) and are
not good candidate for the cell centers, however they will be considered as potential cell
candidate as circular anomaly with specific radius against the uniform background based
on their strong cell probabilities (Pcell). Therefore to discriminate a cell as circular anomaly
from the background we construct a set of background pixels which are located outside the
inner cell ring and inside an outer cell ring concentric with the cell, i.e., background pixels

























Figure 6.20: In the proposed cell model (6.23) in Sec. 6.4 assuming a uniform background,
a cell is modelled by the product of Pcell, the cell probability based on cell interior, Ppnlz,
the penalizing probability based on outer cell ring, and Popp, the discrimination probability
based on pixel pairs located on opposite sides of cell center.
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which are located between two rings with radii r and a · r
E(z, I) = {Iij| r
2 ≤ (x − i)2 + (y − j)2 ≤ (a · r)2 } (6.26)
where 1 < a < 2.
Assume we have an image sequence with a uniform background, the proposed cell
probability term might detect false candidates with strong (Pcell) for adjacent cells. These
false candidates are usually located between cell inner and outer rings where the absolute
pixel intensities are significantly different from the background intensity. So to penalize
false cell candidates let Eα be a subset of E which is constructed containing pixels of set
E with intensities closer to the uniform background
Eα =
{
Iij ∋ |Iij − µbkg| < ∆α
}
(6.27)
where ∆α is the α percentile in sorted set ∆, and
∆ =
{




|Eα| = α · |E| (6.29)







Assume we have a HSC image with a uniform background and the background is a Gaussian
with zero mean. The false candidates with strong (Pcell) will be penalized by Ppnlz that is
explained as
Ppnlz(z| I) ∼ N(0, Ēα) (6.31)
We have found that for a = 1.5 and α = 0.5 the proposed Ppnlz works effectively for the
HSC data set being considered here, however a and α might be set to different values for
other data sets.
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Discrimination Probability of Opposite Pixel Pairs
The magnitude difference of pixel pairs located in the opposite sides of the cell center
(inside the cell) is less than the magnitude difference of inside cell and background pixels.





2 + j2 ≤ r2
}
(6.32)
from which we extract the mean square of intensity differences of pixel pairs located in the











k | Ik) = exp{−Ō(z
m
k , Ik)} (6.34)
so that Popp has a strong response for cell pixels whereas it has a poor response for back-
ground pixels.
Locating The Cell Centers
The development of the proposed cell model for the detection of cells in a uniform back-
ground is completed by combining cell criteria in (6.23). To locate the cell centers, cell
model (6.23) is first applied to the image frame. We then find the local maxima in P (6.23)
and then threshold the local maxima map.
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6.4.2 Results
Some results obtained by applying the proposed cell cell model in (6.23) to HSC images of
different phenotypes follow. As can be observed in the figures 6.21 to 6.29, applying the
proposed cell model to HSC images of different phenotypes investigated in this work, it is
able to identify both non-dividing and dividing cell centers correctly.
HSC Phenotype 1 - Non-dividing cells
Figure 6.21: (a) Original HSC image. (b) Probability map. (c) Cell center locations after
thresholding the maxima map.
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HSC Phenotype 1 - Dividing cells
Figure 6.22: (a) Original HSC image. (b) Probability map. (c) Cell center locations after
thresholding the maxima map.
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HSC Phenotype 1 - Dividing cells
Figure 6.23: (a) Original HSC image. (b) Probability map. (c) Cell center locations after
thresholding the maxima map.
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HSC Phenotype 2 - Non-dividing cells
Figure 6.24: (a) Original HSC image. (b) Probability map. (c) Cell center locations after
thresholding the maxima map.
HSC Phenotype 2 - Dividing cells
Figure 6.25: (a) Original HSC image. (b) Probability map. (c) Cell center locations after
thresholding the maxima map.
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HSC Phenotype 2 - Dividing cells
Figure 6.26: (a) Original HSC image. (b) Probability map. (c) Cell center locations after
thresholding the maxima map.
HSC Phenotype 3 - Non-dividing cells
Figure 6.27: (a) Original HSC image. (b) Probability map. (c) Cell center locations after
thresholding the maxima map.
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HSC Phenotype 3 - Dividing cells
Figure 6.28: (a) Original HSC image. (b) Probability map. (c) Cell center locations after
thresholding the maxima map.
HSC Phenotype 3 - Dividing cells
Figure 6.29: (a) Original HSC image. (b) Probability map. (c) Cell center locations after
thresholding the maxima map.
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6.5 A Deconvolution Model for Stem-Cell Localiza-
tion
The methods discussed in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 perform well to locate non-dividing and
dividing cells. As it was discussed in Sec. 6.4 a cell model may potentially perform better
to discriminate single cells and dividing cells from each other, if some other features could
be extracted and integrated in the model. Our concern in this section is to more specifically
model dividing and close by cells.
6.5.1 The Proposed Method
Assume that we have segmented the cell areas containing individual or groups of cells and
we want to locate the cell centre or cell centroid. Thus we essentially have an inverse
problem which can be addressed in the form of a deconvolution problem such that a set
of cell shape parameters must be found for optimal representation of cell segmented area.
The proposed method solves the inverse problem using an optimized ellipse fitting method
to find the optimal cell parameter set and locate the cell centres. This is a generic method,
capable of modelling different cell types with changes in the model parameters, and robust
against illumination variations. Our proposed method consists of cell template generation,
template matching, and optimized ellipse fitting.
Elliptical Mean Square Model
A HSC can be discriminated as a group of pixels with significant intensity variations
against a uniform background. HSCs have a fairly circular shape, however to design a
general model an elliptical shape is employed to be used for segmentation of the cell region
as a group of anomalous pixels. Let (cx, cy) be center coordinates, and a and b be horizontal
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where (xl, yl) are coordinates of cell pixels. So the set of inside cell pixels can be explained
by








≤ 1 }, (6.36)









To discriminate cells from background, the resultant mean square image is classified to cell
and background by minimizing the inter-class variance as can be observed in Fig. 6.30(b).
Cell Template Generation
In contrast with the proposed mathematical cell template in Sec. 6.2 that was introduced
based on attributes of a specific HSC phenotype such as uniform bright boundary and dark
interior, and the proposed mathematical cell template in Sec. 6.4, that was introduced
based on attributes of HSCs of different phenotypes, here using user interactions a more
general cell template applicable to different cell types will be generated. In the proposed
method, a user selects some cells in a few frames of the video clip by clicking on the upper-
left and lower-right corners of a rectangular box that surrounds the cell. The selected cells








where Mtpl and M
n
rect are 2-Dimensional matrices (masks). Then the cell template is
convolved with the original image frame to generate a correlation map. Cell template and
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correlation map obtained by applying the cell template are depicted in Fig. 6.31 and 6.32(a)
respectively. The brighter pixels in the correlation map show the highly correlated points
which are more likely to be a cell centre. To remove the unlikely cell centre candidates the
correlation map is thresholded as depicted in Fig. 6.32(b).
Ellipse Fitting
So far we have segmented the cell regions using classification of elliptical mean square map
to cell and background regions, and located the cell centre candidates by applying cell
template and thresholding the correlation map. The set of cell parameters in a typical
video frame is defined by f :
f = {(cx, cy, a, b, θ)| (cx, cy) ∈ C
c
cand} (6.39)
where (cx, cy) are cell centre coordinates which will be extracted from the set of cell centre
candidates Cccand, (a, b) are the radii of the elliptical cell and θ is the orientation of the
cell. To locate the cell centres, we propose the following Maximum A Posteriori (MAP)





P (f | I)
}
(6.40)
As it was already mentioned in this section, HSCs in our problem have a fairly circular
shape, so to specialize the proposed elliptical model for HSCs, we set a = b = r which
results a circular shape and θ can be removed from the equation. Thus (6.39) can be
simplified to:
fHSC = {(cx, cy, r)| (cx, cy) ∈ C
c
cand} (6.41)





P (fHSC | I)
}
(6.42)
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To solve the MAP problem (6.42) and find the cell centre and ellipse axis for each cell, we
apply an optimized search method by fitting elliptical shapes to the segmented cell regions
and searching for the maximum of R(α, β, δ) defined as




where α is covered area of the segmented region by ellipse (or ellipses), β is the area of the
segmented cell region that is not covered by any ellipse, and γ is the area outside of the
segmented cell region that is covered by an ellipse (or ellipses). The maximum of (6.43)
must be found over the search space which consists of cell centre candidates Cccand and
cell radius candidates Crcand. The former is obtained by locating all 1-Dimensional local
maxima with distance one pixel in each row and each column of thresholded correlation
map as it is depicted in Fig. 6.32(c). The latter is a 2×Nr matrix which is set empirically
by observing HSC over different video clips, where Nr is the number of ellipse radius pairs.
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6.5.2 Results
Figures 6.30 to 6.36 show the application of the proposed deconvolution method to a HSC
image Phenotype 3 for cell localization. As can be observed the proposed deconvolution
method is able to identify both non-dividing and dividing cell centers correctly. Figures
show a visual representation of different stages of the proposed method applied to the HSC
image Phenotype 3.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.30: (a) Original HSC image. (b) Elliptical mean square of (a). (c) Binary image
of (b) showing cell regions.
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Figure 6.32: (a) Correlation map obtained by applying the cell template to the original
image. (b) Thresholded correlation map. (c) All 1-D local maxima with distance 1-pixel
located in each row and each column of (b).




Figure 6.33: (a) Labelling the cell segmented regions. (b) Superimposing local maxima in
























Figure 6.34: (a) Kth segmented region for k = 1 with superimposed cell center candidates.
(b) A typical hypothesis fRigkh , fitting two elliptical cells in the segmented cell region
(k = 1). (c) Optimal hypothesis fRigkbest which maximizes R for region k = 1.


























Figure 6.35: (a) Kth segmented region for k = 3 with superimposed cell center candidates.
(b) A typical hypothesis fRigkh , fitting two elliptical cells in the segmented cell region





Figure 6.36: Located cell centers; Left: Superimposed on segmented HSC image. Right:
Superimposed on original HSC image.
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6.6 Watershed-Based Deconvolution for Cell Detec-
tion
In Sec. 6.5 we show that locating the cell centres is essentially an inverse problem which can
be addressed in the form of a deconvolution problem. To solve the problem, we proposed to
find a set of cell shape parameters for optimal representation of cell segmented areas. Thus
the inverse problem was solved using an optimized ellipse fitting method and considering
each ellipse centroid as a cell center. The proposed method effectively models dividing and
close by cells, and is capable of modelling different cell types with changes in the model
parameters. However in cases where either a complex parameterized shape is needed to
model a cell, or an exact cell segmentation is in demand in place of cell center localization,
this method will not be effective.
6.6.1 The Proposed Method
In this section we propose a method to achieve exact cell segmentation. Considering cell
segmentation as an inverse problem, here again we address the solution in the form of a
deconvolution problem. The key differences between this method and the method presented
in Sec. 6.5 is that in Sec. 6.5
• We assumed that cell areas containing individual or groups of cells are segmented in
advance.
• Then, the cell center localization was solved by finding a set of cell shape parameters
for optimal representation of cell segmented areas.
In contrast, in the proposed method in this section
• We assume that cell centers are located in advance.
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• Then, the cell segmentation will be solved by finding cell regions for optimal repre-
sentation of cell centers.
The proposed method consists of cell template generation, template matching, cell center










A cell template is generated in the same way that was discussed in Sec. 6.5. The cell
template, original image frame, and correlation map are depicted in Fig. 6.40, 6.41 and
6.42 respectively.
The brighter pixels in the correlation map show the highly correlated points which are
more likely to be a cell centre. To locate the cell centres, we find the local maxima in the
correlation map and thereshold the local maxima map as depicted in Fig. 6.43.
Edge Detection
An edge image as depicted in Fig. 6.44 will be obtained applying an edge detection method
such as Sobel kernel to the original image. Cell areas then are coarsely segmented using
morphological operators. This is accomplished by dilating a disk, morphological mask,
over the edge image




where G is the edge image, M is the mask, and
G+Mj ≡ {Gi + Mj : Gi ∈ G} (6.46)
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is the translation of G along the Mj. Very small regions that are not likely to be a cell
region will be removed after dilation. Coarse segmented image is depicted in Fig. 6.45.
Watershed Segmentation
As can be observed in Fig. 6.46, for the exact segmentation of cell boundaries, cell centers
obtained by template matching are superimposed on a coarsely segmented binary image
as local minima. The watershed method, as a hybrid region/boundary based segmentation
approach, will then be used to partition the coarse segmented image by filling up the local
minima, superimposed located cell centers, into disjoint homogeneous regions associated
to individual cells. Therefore catchment basins represent cell regions, whereas watershed
lines demonstrate the cell boundaries.
Let Is = (D, g) be the coarsely segmented image, where D is a digital grid and function
g : D −→ N assigns an integer value to each d ∈ D, and g(d) is gray level of d corresponds
to altitude in topographic context. Let Mc = {mt| t ∈ [1, TMc ]} be the set of cell centers
consisting of TMc centers which are superimposed as local minima on coarse segmented
image. The set of points d ∈ D which are topographically closer to a cell center mi than




d ∈ D| ∀j ∈ I\{i} : g(mi) + S(d,mi) < g(mj) + S(d,mj)
}
(6.47)
where S(d,mt) is the topographical distance between d and mt. The watershed of g is a
set of points which do not belong to any cell region and represents the cell boundaries W :





The exact segmentation applying the watershed is depicted in Fig. 6.47. Fig. 6.48 shows
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superimposed cell centers and cell boundaries on the original image. As we can observe,
cell boundaries are perfectly segmented for individual and dividing cells.
6.6.2 Results
Figures 6.40 to 6.48 show the application of the proposed watershed deconvolution method
to a typical cell image for cell segmentation. As can be observed the proposed watershed
method is able to identify both non-dividing and dividing cell regions correctly. Figures
show a visual representation of different stages of the proposed method.
6.7 Discussion
The proposed cell detection methods in this chapter are compared and summarized in the
Tabs. 6.37 and 6.38. Tab. 6.37 shows the applicability of the proposed cell detection
methods to different cell data while the advantages of these methods are depicted in Tab.
6.38. As we can see, for example the initial cell model in Sec. 6.2 performs equally well
as the thresholding detection method in Sec. 6.3 and general probabilistic model in Sec.
6.4, however this model is specifically designed based on attributes of regular HSCs and
performs very poorly where is applied to the other cell data.
Cell Data / Applicability of Cell Model Sec. 6.2 Sec. 6.3 Sec. 6.4 Sec. 6.5 Sec. 6.6
Regular HSCs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Bright HSCs No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Poor Contrast HSCs No Yes Yes Yes Yes
New High Resolution HSCs No No No No Yes
Figure 6.37: The applicability of the proposed cell detection methods to different data sets.
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The deconvolution model in Sec. 6.5 does a better job for modelling dividing cells but its
cost is significantly higher than the probabilistic model in Sec. 6.6. However the deconvolu-
tion model is a generic approach for cell localization and can be adapted to detect/segment
different cell data in cellular images captured using different imaging techniques. In Sec.
6.6, the deconvolution approach is specialized for exact cell boundary segmentation in high
resolution cell data.
Advantages / Cell Model Sec. 6.2 Sec. 6.3 Sec. 6.4 Sec. 6.5 Sec. 6.6
Generality Specific General General General Specific
Complexity ©(n2) ©(n2) ©(n2) ©(cn) ©(n2)
Figure 6.38: Attributes and advantages of different detection method.
The effect of additive noise on cell detection is depicted in Tab. 6.39. Although additive
noise does not have significant effects on mis-detection rate, it has direct relation with the
false alarm rate. As can be seen in Tab. 6.39 the false alarm rate increases significantly
by decreasing the PSNR below 14.
PSNR Inf 16.1 14.5 14 13.5 12.4 11.8
False Alarm Rate < 7% < 7% < 10% < 20% < 35% > 50% > 60%
Mis-Detection Rate < 10% < 10% < 10% < 10% < 10% < 10% < 10%
Figure 6.39: The effect of noise in false alarm rate.
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Figure 6.40: Cell template.
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Figure 6.41: Original image.
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Figure 6.42: Correlation map that is obtained by convolving the cell template (Fig. 6.40)
and original image (Fig. 6.41).
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Figure 6.43: Located cell centers obtained by finding local maxima in (Fig. 6.42) and
thresholding the local maxima map.
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Figure 6.44: Edge detection applying the Sobel kernel to the original image in (Fig. 6.41).
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Figure 6.45: Dilating the edge image in (Fig. 6.44) by a disk.
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Figure 6.46: Superimposing the cell centers in (Fig. 6.43) on the dilated image in (Fig.
6.44) as local minima.
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Figure 6.47: Segmented cell regions applying the watershed segmentation to (Fig. 6.46).
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Figure 6.48: Segmented cell boundaries in (Fig. 6.47) and cell centers in (Fig. 6.43) are
superimposed on the original image in (Fig. 6.41).
Chapter 7
Background Estimation
The previous chapter discussed cell detection. In this chapter the second important part of
our cell tracking system, background estimation, will be introduced and discussed. Back-
ground estimation is one of the most challenging problems in tracking applications. The
precision of the background estimation method usually has direct impact on the perfor-
mance of segmentation/detection, as is the case in this research, that is cell tracking. Hence
an accurate background estimation can indirectly increase the performance of tracking
system. Our interest is an accurate estimation of the background scene where our image
sequences are distorted both temporally and spatially because of illumination variations,
spatial non-uniformities, additive noise, and stationary objects such as well boundaries.
To improve the cell detection performance, an effective two-pass background estimation
method is proposed in this chapter. In the first pass stationary objects such as debris and
well boundaries are removed to improve the segmentation result. In turn in the second
pass, the segmentation result is used to remove the foreground objects (cells) and improve
the estimation result.
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(Frame 1) (Frame 50)
Figure 7.1: Two unprocessed blood stem cell images of Phenotype 1.
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7.1 Background Estimation for Biomedical Applica-
tions
There are a broad range of biomedical applications, each of which introducing a differ-
ent method to estimate the background based on some specific assumptions relevant to
the problem [16, 26, 29]. Close and Whiting [29] introduced a technique for motion com-
pensated estimation of background structure and artery in coronary angiogram images to
distinguish the artery and background contributions to the intensity. They modelled the
image in a region of interest as sum of two independently moving layers, one consist of the
background structure and the other consist of the artery. The density of each layer varies
only by rigid translation from frame to frame and the sum of two densities is equal to the
image density.
Boutenko et. al [16] assumed that the structures of interest are darker than the sur-
rounding immobile background and used a velocity based segmentation to discriminate
vessels and background in X-ray cardio-angiography images considering the faster vessel
motion in comparison with the background motion.
Chen et. al [26] modelled the background of a given region of interest using the temporal
dynamics of its pixels in quantitative fluorescence imaging of bulk stained tissue. They
modelled the intensity dynamics of individual pixels of a region of interest and derived
a statistical algorithm to minimize background and noise to decompose the fluorescent
intensity of each pixel to background and the stained tissue contributions.
In the rest of this chapter, we describe the problem at hand first. Then a method is
proposed for mutual foreground segmentation and background estimation.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.2: (a) Cropped well interior without well boundaries. (b) Applying the cell model
in (6.2), to the cropped well interior.
7.2 Problem Description
Frames 1 and 50 of a cropped well are depicted in Fig. 7.1. A typical microscopic multi-
well image sequence in our experiments consists of 32 independent wells, in each of which
two to four HSCs are injected. Hence single-well image sequences are cropped from the
original multi-well image sequence and are processed individually. The first frame of a
cropped well interior without well boundaries and the resultant detection after applying
cell model (6.2) are shown in Fig. 7.2. The well cropping is often coarse and the well
boundaries may be partially or completely visible in the cropped image sequence, as can
be seen in Fig. 7.3(a). Applying the cell model in Sec. 6.2 to these coarsely cropped wells
produces very poor results as can be observed in Fig. 7.3(b).
As the performance of the tracking algorithm relies closely on the quality of cell detec-
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tion, a poor detection degrades the tracking performance. To obtain a uniform background,
improve the signal to noise ratio and in turn the cell detection performance, the background
intensity variations which have been caused by illumination variations and noise must be
eliminated. To do this, the background image will be estimated and then subtracted from
the original image sequence.
To detect and localize HSCs applying the proposed cell models in chapter 6, we as-
sumed that the image sequence has a uniform background. Hence, the background esti-
mation/subtraction algorithm (that will be discussed in this chapter) will be applied to
the image sequences without a uniform background before the application of a cell model.
The background estimation/subtraction method is discussed in this chapter.
We are interested in the tracking of Hematopoietic Stem Cells (HSCs) in culture to
analyze stem-cell behavior and infer cell features. The limited cell variability and the rigid
camera mount lead to a number of key differences between our problem and most video
sequences in computer vision, summarized in Tab. 7.1.
Most tracking problems have an implicit, nonparametric model of the background to
avoid making assumptions regarding the foreground. By developing a model for the back-
ground it is possible to find a classifier that labels each image pixel as background/not
background; i.e., the foreground is identified as that which is not background. In contrast,
the more focussed context of our cell tracking problem admits an explicit model of the
foreground. Because of the low SNR of our problem, where illumination is limited to min-
imize cell phototoxicity, it is desired to remove all deterministic non-cell variations in the
image (i.e., the background) before localizing the cells.
Moreover, in many computer vision problems, such as vehicle tracking, a fixed vehicle
is intended to be part of the background, therefore the preponderant statistics for any
pixel may be considered to be background. On the other hand, a nearly stationary cell,
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.3: (a) Coarsely cropped well in which well boundaries are visible. (b) Applying
the cell model in (6.2), to the coarsely cropped well. In contrast with the perfect result
obtained by applying the cell model in (6.2) to a cropped well interior without boundaries
(Fig. 7.2(b)), here the cell model (6.2) performs very poorly where the cropped well
contains visible well boundaries.
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Table 7.1: Our background estimation problem vs. conventional ones
Our background estimation problem Conventional background estimation
Low signal to noise ratio (SNR) High SNR
due to phototoxicity
Rigid camera Possible camera wobble
Static background Dynamic background
Explicit foreground model Parametric/nonparametric background model
as appears near the middle of Fig. 7.1(Frame 1), must not be considered background.
Therefore, most of the present background models fail to estimate the background correctly
in such spatial locations.
Although cell localization would appear to be a foreground/background classifier, there
is a difference: we do not need to actually segment the image, only to identify the cell
locations. Therefore, crucially, we do not need to reliably classify each pixel definitively
as foreground or background, with unavoidable error around the cell margins. Rather to
accurately estimate the background we only need to identify most background pixels, most
of the time.
Next, whereas most tracking problems in computer vision need to accommodate camera
jitter (due to vibration or wind, for example) and possibly a dynamically changing back-
ground, many problems of scientific imaging have a rigidly mounted camera and a static
background. Thus, by using a model to find the foreground, we have a rational means
of identifying portions of background, from which a static background can be estimated.
In most previous work, background modelling has been employed to classify image pix-
els to foreground and background, however to the author’s knowledge none of the earlier
works has integrated foreground detection and background estimation in a mutual frame-
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work. Localized cells, the foreground elements, are first removed from the scene frame by
frame. The resultant residual image sequence is then used for an accurate spatio-temporal
background estimation.
7.3 The Proposed Background Estimation Method
We address background estimation issues and propose a two-pass estimation-detection
method to precisely estimate the background using detected foreground objects. As op-
posed to the more common approach of detecting foreground anomalies given a background
model, a foreground model is applied for cell detection in a uniform background.
The proposed cell model in Sec. 6.4 is applied to an image sequence to find cell candi-
dates. The segmented cell regions are removed from the image sequence, and the residual is
then used for an accurate spatio-temporal background estimation. The proposed algorithm
will be applied to estimate/detect the background/cells in phase contrast video taken from
living Hematopoietic Stem Cells in culture.
The proposed background estimation method consists of two passes. The first pass
estimates the background, which is then subtracted from the original image sequence, in
turn improving the quality of cell detection when the proposed cell model is applied to the
corrected image sequence. In the second pass a more precise estimate of the background
is inferred by removing cell pixels, inferred by the cell model, from the original image
sequence.
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7.3.1 First Pass: Pointwise Background Estimation
To estimate the background, let I = (I1, I2, · · · , IK) be a set of K images, thus for each
frame Ik of an image sequence we can write
Ik = Fk + B + nk · 1 + Vk (7.1)
where Fk is the dynamic foreground, B is the fixed background, nk models the tempo-
ral variations in global lighting, and Vk is spatio-temporal random additive noise. The
temporal noise nk is estimated over all pixels of the frame k
n̂k = mean
{ij}
(Iijk) {(i, j)| i ∈ [1, N ] & j ∈ [1, L]} (7.2)
For temporal correction, the estimated temporal noise is subtracted from the original frame
Ik:
gk = Ik − n̂k · 1 (7.3)
B = [Bij], composing of stationary distortions and illumination variations at each pixel
location, is estimated over K frames of temporal corrected sequence g = (g1, g2, · · · , gK):
B̂ij = mode
{k}
(g(i,j,k)) {k ∈ [1, K]} (7.4)
and is subtracted out from g:
F̂ = g − B̂ (7.5)
An imperfectly cropped well is depicted in Fig. 7.4(a), corresponding estimated back-
ground and corrected image, based on the first pass of the background estimation, are
depicted in Figs. 7.4(c) and (d) respectively. Fig. 7.5 shows different HSC phenotypes,
estimated backgrounds, and corrected frames after background subtraction.
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Justification of mode as statistical measure
Empirically, the motion of blood stem cells is essentially random, especially when observed
minutes apart. Since cell motion is rarely zero, the spatial variations in cell brightness
mean that the variability of an image pixel, located within a cell, is considerably higher
than the variability of an image pixel lieing in the background, whose variability is due
only to random noise. Therefore, excepting cases of unusually small cell motion, the dis-
tribution of brightness values at a pixel should be most sharply peaked at the background,
which is therefore recovered by the mode of the sample histogram.
7.3.2 Second Pass: Multi-Clique Background Estimation
As the foreground cells are essentially outliers relative to the background statistics, to
precisely estimate the background, we need to identify and remove the foreground, thus
we remove the pixels which are associated to the located cells in each frame, specifically





To remove the foreground elements, cell center locations are obtained by applying
the cell model in (6.23) to the background subtracted images. Located cell centers are
depicted in Fig. 7.6 for Phenotype 1. The images after removing the objects are depicted in
Figs. 7.7(a) and 7.7(b) for frames 1 and 50 respectively. Because of imperfect segmentation,
cell fragment pixels might appear in the residual image frames after removing the located
cells from the original image frames. Depicted in Fig. 7.8, we can see the temporal intensity
variations of a cell fragment pixel against that of a typical background pixel.
Recalling from (7.1), Ik = Fk + B + nk · 1 + Vk, the cells are localized by applying




k | m ∈ [1,Mk]} (7.6)
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where Mk is the number of located cells in frame k.
A residual sequence is obtained by removing the localized cells frame by frame. Each
residual frame Rk contains all pixels of original frame Ik except those belonging to the
foreground cells (Hk) and which have been removed. The set of pixels to remove is
















k ],m ∈ [1,Mk]} (7.7)
Assuming all of the cells have been perfectly removed, each remaining pixel represents a
noisy sample of the background:
Rijk = {Bij + nk + Vijk | (i, j) ∈ L \ Hk} (7.8)




an improved estimate over that of (7.2), since now predominantly background pixels are
used to compute the estimate, as opposed to the entire image in (7.2). For temporal
correction, the estimated temporal noise is subtracted from the residual frame:
gk = Rk − n̂k · 1 (7.10)
The temporally corrected residual sequence g = [gijk] satisfies
gijk = {Bij + ñk + Vijk| (i, j) ∈ L \ Hk}
≃ {Bij + Vijk | (i, j) ∈ L \ Hk} (7.11)
where ñ is the temporal estimation error. We then precisely estimate the background
B = [Bij], consisting of spatially stationary distortions and illumination variations at each
pixel location over K frames of temporally corrected residual sequence g = (g1, g2, · · · , gK):
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where t meanΩ is the trimmed mean, with trimming parameter Ω, calculated by sorting
the values gp,q,r, removing the first and last Ω%, and computing the sample mean over the
remaining samples. Application of the trimmed mean performs well by removing 10% from
the first and last based on our experiments, so Ω is set to 10. The remaining question,
addressed in the following section, is how to choose which elements Q to include in the
trimmed mean.
Justification of trimmed mean as statistical measure
In principle the earlier justification of mode applies equally to the second pass of back-
ground subtraction, however there are two factors that motivate a choice of trimmed mean:
1. In contrast to the first pass, where some pixels may be dominated by quasi-stationary
cells, here the cell removal implies that a large majority of the remaining pixels should
belong to the background, therefore a mean-like approach is appropriate.
2. The computation of mode can be highly noise-sensitive, in contrast to the robust and
straightforward computation of means and trimmed-means.
Therefore we expect the intensities of a given pixel, over time, to equal the background
intensity plus noise, with rare outliers introduced by miss-detected cells or by cell fragments
due to imperfect segmentation. To reject these outliers a trimmed mean is proposed.
7.4 Neighbourhood Selection
Removing the located cells aggressively from the image sequence reduces the number of
background samples in some spatial locations, possibly causing an inaccurate estimation of
background as we can observe in Fig. 7.9. In order to improve the accuracy of background
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estimation, it would be desirable to include as many pixels as possible in Q in (7.12),
possibly including image pixels from a neighbourhood N of spatial locations near to the
background pixel being estimated. Clearly there is a tradeoff here: as the neighbourhood
expands the number of elements in Q grows, allowing for greater noise reduction in the
computation of B̂ in (7.12), but at the same time causing more and more spatial blurring.
In this section we address the question of deriving an optimal neighbourhood choice, based
on the spatial statistics of the background.
Q(i, j,D) contains all pixels in the residual sequence which fall inside 3-Dimensional
spatio-temporal neighbourhood N :
Q(i, j,D) = {(p, q, r) | (p, q) ∈ N(i, j,D), (p, q) ∈ L\Hr} (7.13)
By removing the located cells from the image sequence, we will have fewer samples for the
spatial location of cell pixels leading to imprecise estimation of background in computing
the trimmed mean.
To overcome this shortcoming, we design an n×n multi-clique neighbourhood, to allow
the trimmed mean to be computed over a spatial extent, as illustrated in Fig. 7.10. Each
clique has a specific orientation and extent, indexed from 0, 1, . . . , 9 = Tc. A neighbourhood
N(i, j,D), centered on location (i, j) is made up of the union of some number of cliques
N(i, j,D) = (i, j) ∪
{




D ⊆ {0, 1, · · · , Tc} (7.15)
D can vary from pixel to pixel and selects a subset of the cliques to be used in computing
the trimmed mean and will be determined by the spatial variance of samples in the multi-
clique neighbourhood.
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Let qi,j,d be the sample variance over gN(i,j,d), i.e., for each spatial location (i, j) the
sample variance is computed using the pixel at (i, j) and neighbour pixels in clique d. We
compute spatial variances
{
qi,j,0, qi,j,1, · · · , qi,j,T
}
(7.16)
where qi,j,0 ≡ 0. We then sort the spatial variances in ascending order
{
qi,j,d1 ≤ qi,j,d2 ≤ . . . ≤ qi,j,dT−1
}
(7.17)
where d1, d2, . . . are the sorted indices, in order to identify those cliques over which the
background is smoothest, to find the most promising candidates for spatial averaging.
We wish to find the appropriate neighbourhood D over which to compute the trimmed
mean in (7.12). Those cliques having the smallest spatial variance are the most promising
for including in the trimmed mean, since the pixels in those cliques are most similar to the
pixel being estimated. We therefore propose to construct a sequence of neighbourhoods
D0, . . . , DT , cumulatively incorporating the minimum-variance cliques, based on the sorted
variances qi,j,dt :
D0 = {0}
D1 = {0, d1}
D2 = {0, d1, d2}
· · ·
DT = {0, d1, · · · , dT} (7.18)
The remaining task, then, is to determine which of these neighbourhoods optimizes the
estimation error variance of the estimated background. The optimizing neighbourhood will
then be the one used in the trimmed mean.
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To determine the error variance for each neighbourhood, recall (7.11):
gijk = {Bij + ñk + Vijk| (i, j) ∈ L \ Hk}
≃ {Bij + Vijk | (i, j) ∈ L \ Hk} (7.19)
where Vijk ∼ σ
2
w. Because we removed the cell pixels (Hk) fairly aggressively, selecting
a rectangular region to remove slightly larger than the cell radius, therefore the pixels
remaining in L \ Hk will be predominantly background pixels, with only the occasional
outlier. Recall from (7.12) that we would like to use a robust trimmed mean




to estimate the background. The error variance of this estimate is a function of the number
of outliers, which cannot be predicted in advance, however assuming that all outliers are
removed by trimming, and that the trimming fraction Ω is small, then the estimation error








where ‖·‖ counts the number of elements in the set. However where we have few background
samples remaining at the spatial location (i, j), the background Bij can be estimated over
some spatial extent of pixels in a multi-clique neighbourhood to increase the number of
samples. A neighbouring background value Bα,β is modelled as having a mean of Bi,j with
a variance of q,
Bα,β ∼ (Bij, qi,j,d) (7.22)
where (α, β) is a neighbour of (i, j) and
d = c(i − α, j − β) (7.23)
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Thus given a neighbourhood N(i, j,D), where D is a set of accumulated cliques, we can










(α,β)∈N(i,j,D) ‖Q(α, β, 0)‖
(7.24)
That is, the estimate is essentially a weighted sum of estimates of neighbouring pixels,







(α,β)∈N(i,j,D) ‖Q(α, β, 0)‖
(7.25)
However B̂αβ is a random variable, of mean Bαβ and variance σ
2
w/‖Q‖, therefore (7.25)












(α,β)∈N(i,j,D) ‖Q(α, β, 0)‖
(7.26)













· ‖Q(α, β, 0)‖
∑
(α,β)∈N(i,j,D) ‖Q(α, β, 0)‖
(7.27)
We identify the desired variance σ2N as the variance of B̂ij; that is, the variance of (7.27)













(α,β)∈N(i,j,D) ‖Q(α, β, 0)‖)
2
(7.28)
This cumulative variance σ2N(i,j,D) can be computed for each of the selected neighbourhoods
D0, . . . , DT , so the neighbourhood for each spatial location i, j is selected by minimizing
σ2N(i,j,Dt) over index t.
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7.5 Results
We have applied the proposed background estimation method to different sequences of
phase contrast HSC images. The first and 50th frames of one of HSC image sequences
were depicted in Fig. 7.1. The minimum cumulative variance computed for each spatial
location of this image sequence is depicted in Fig. 7.11(a). The selected window size for
each spatial location based on computed cumulative variance (Fig. 7.11(a)) is depicted in
Fig. 7.11(b). The estimated background applying the proposed method to this sequence
is depicted in Fig. 7.11(c). As we can observe in the estimated background, not only
is the well boundary precisely estimated, but there are very smooth variations over the
background image. The background subtracted images for frames 1 and 50 are depicted
in Fig. 7.12. Cell boundaries are accurately preserved while we can observe a uniform
background everywhere else.
The proposed mutual method is applied to imperfectly cropped image sequences in
which well boundaries are visible. The estimated background applying the first pass of
the proposed background estimation method (point-wise), corrected image frame after
background subtraction, and the located cell centers applying the proposed cell model
(6.23) in Sec. 6.4 are depicted in Figs. 7.13. The remaining number of samples for each
spatial location, the temporal variance of each spatial location, and the computed minimum
cumulative variance for each spatial location are depicted in Figs. 7.14. The window size
selection based on the computed cumulative variance, the precise estimated background
applying the second pass of the proposed background estimation method (window-wise),
and the background subtracted image frame are depicted in Figs. 7.15. As we can observe
in Figs. 7.15, the proposed method effectively has removed the stationary objects and has
retained the important foreground elements such as boundaries of quasi-stationary cells.
Cell centers are located (Fig. 7.13(c)), and a precise smooth background image is estimated
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(Fig. 7.15(c)). Fig. 7.16 shows the estimated background and the corrected image frames
for different HSC phenotypes for which the first pass of background estimation/subtraction
(point-wise) were depicted in Fig. 6.10.
The results obtained by the proposed method is compared with the other methods as
follows. First, we implemented a non-adaptive non-segmentation method in [35] which is a
modified version of [126] which we call it V2. In comparison with our proposed method, V2
is also spatio-temporal, however in contrast with our proposed method which is adaptive
multi-clique, V2 is pointwise and does not use the segmentation information to remove
the foreground objects. The estimated background images applying V 2 and the proposed
method are depicted in the top row, Figs. 7.17(Left) and 7.17(Right) respectively. As can
be observed, wherever the foreground objects have slow motion dynamics, V 2 fails to
precisely estimate the background, and cell boundary pixels are visible in the estimated
background.
Second, the proposed method by Heikkila and Pietikainenin [63], a recent background
modelling method with very promising results is implemented. To train the background
model using LBP (Local Binary Pattern) texture operator we use the same number of
K = 100 frames as we used to estimate the background in the proposed method and
V 2. To have more accurate results, small values for training parameters are selected as
αb = 0.05 and αw = 0.05. LBPR,P with R = 8 & P = 2 is used as texture operator to
generate the results. After the background model is trained, the same sequence of images
I = (I1, I2, · · · , IK) that is used in the training step is classified. In the test step each
pixel of each frame is classified to foreground or background and finally the background
image is estimated over the K frames considering pixels which have been classified as
background pixels. We then compared the estimated background images applying Heikkila
and Pietikainenin and the proposed method as are shown in the top row, Figs. 7.17(Middle)
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and 7.17(Right) respectively. As can be observed, where cells have slow dynamics Heikkila
and Pietikainenin also fails to accurately estimate the background, in contrast with the
proposed method that precisely estimates background and generates very smooth, uniform
background. Cell boundary pixels are apparent in the estimated background images using
LBP based method and V 2.
We then compared the background corrected sequences obtained by applying three men-
tioned methods. To do so, the original image sequence is corrected subtracting the back-
ground image estimated by each method. The results for V 2, Heikkila and Pietikainenin
and the proposed method are depicted in Fig. 7.17. In estimated background images de-
picted in Figs. 7.17(Left) and 7.17(Middle), cell boundary of quasi-stationary cells are vis-
ible in the estimated background, so as we expect, the bright boundary of quasi-stationary
cells are significantly degraded in the resultant images after background subtraction which
are apparent in Figs. 7.17(Left) and 7.17(Middle). However the cell boundaries are pre-
served applying our proposed method as it is obviously visible in Fig. 7.17(Right).
As the third and the forth approaches, a frame-difference segmentation method and a
morphological averaging background estimation method in [75] are developed. Depicted
in Figs. 7.18 and 7.19, we can observe that neither frame-difference segmentation nor
morphological averaging background estimation provide satisfactory result. Segmented
cells are depicted as some scattered pixels in Fig. 7.18 using the frame-difference method.
As we can observe, segmented foreground pixels do not maintain any recognizable shape.
The main disadvantage of the segmentation methods based on frame-difference is that
they cannot discriminate quasi-stationary objects from the background, thus slow moving
objects will be eliminated by subtracting the consequent frames.
The segmented foreground that is obtained by applying the method in [75] is more
concentrated in cell areas in comparison with the frame-difference method and it maintains
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some scattered cell boundaries, yet it cannot locate separated cells as can be observed in
Fig. 7.19.
In contrast with these methods, applying the proposed cell model (6.23) in Sec. 6.4 can
perfectly locate the cell centers in each frame. The result is depicted in Fig. 7.13(c) for the
same frame as we applied the frame-difference and morphological background estimation
methods.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d) (e)
Figure 7.4: (a) Coarsely cropped well in which well boundaries are visible. (b) Applying
the cell model in (6.2), to the coarsely cropped well. In contrast with the perfect result
obtained by applying cell model (6.2) to a cropped well interior without boundaries (Fig.
7.2(b)), here the cell model (6.2) performs very poorly where the cropped well contains
visible well boundaries. (c) The estimated background obtained by applying the pointwise
method presented in Sec. 7.3.1. (d) Panel (a) after background subtraction. (e) Applying
the cell model (6.23) to (d).

























Original image Estimated Background Backgr. sub. image
Figure 7.5: Estimated background images depicted in the second column for different
HSC phenotypes are obtained by applying the pointwise method presented in Sec. 7.3.1.
Well-boundaries and the stationary background pixels are well estimated applying the
pointwise background estimation method (Sec. 7.3.1). However quasi-stationary cells as
can be observed in all three background images, leading to cell-background contrast loss
in the background-subtracted images.
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(Frame 1) (Frame 50)
Figure 7.6: Cell center locations obtained by applying the cell model in Sec. 6.4 to the
background subtracted images for which the original images are depicted in Fig. 7.1.
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(Frame 1) (Frame 50)
Figure 7.7: The original images after removing the foreground cells detected in Fig. 7.6.
Observe how the imperfect segmentation of Fig. 7.6 causes slight cell removal failure in
the top left and bottom cells in the Frame 50.
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Figure 7.8: Because of imperfect segmentation, cell fragment pixels appear as outliers in
the background samples after removing the segmented cells from the image frame. A cell
fragment pixel over 100 frames is depicted as circles (o) while intensity variations and mode
of a typical background pixel are depicted as stars (*) and solid line respectively.










Figure 7.9: A visual representation of the number of samples available, shown by gray level,
for background calculation. The presence of cells in the top half of the image (Fig. 7.1)
has the effect of reducing the number of background samples there. As some pixels in the
upper left have few background samples remaining, the background needs to be computed
over some spatial extent of pixels in a neighbourhood to increase the number of samples.
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9 9 9
8 8 7 6 6
9 8 4 3 2 6 9
9 5 1 0 1 5 9
9 6 2 3 4 8 9
6 6 7 8 8
9 9 9
Figure 7.10: Clique sets c(∆i, ∆j) ∈ {0, 1, · · · , 9} where ∆i and ∆j are spatial offsets with






















Figure 7.11: The proposed multi-clique background estimation method presented in Sec.
7.3.2: (a) Logarithm of minimum cumulative variance log(σ2N(i,j,D)) computed for each
spatial location of image sequence depicted in Fig. 7.5 for Phenotype 1. (b) Selection of
window size based on computed cumulative variance. (c) Estimated background.





(Frame 1) (Frame 50)
Figure 7.12: Subtracting out the estimated background image in Fig. 7.11(c) applying
multi-clique method from the original image in Fig. 7.1.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.13: (a) Pointwise estimated background applying the method discussed in Sec.
7.3.1 for image sequence with typical frame depicted in Fig. 7.18. (b) Subtracting out
the estimated background image obtained in (a) from the original image. (c) Located cell
centers applying cell model P in (6.23) from Sec. 6.4.
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Figure 7.14: (a) A visual representation of the number of samples available shown by
gray level. (b) Temporal variance of each spatial location. (c) Logarithm of minimum
cumulative variance log(σ2N(i,j,D)) computed for each spatial location.

















Figure 7.15: (a) Selection of neighbourhood based on computed cumulative variance. (b)
Estimated background applying the multi-clique method proposed in Sec. 7.3.2. (c) The
final, corrected image subtracting out the estimated background.



















Original image Estimated Background Coreected Image
Figure 7.16: Estimated background images by applying the multi-clique method of Sec.
7.3.2. Not only are well-boundaries and stationary background pixels well estimated, but
quasi-stationary cells present in all three images do not appear in the estimated background.
Rather, the quasi-stationary cells are well separated from the background by removing
the segmented cells and estimating the background over a multi-clique neighbourhood.
Therefore the corrected images obtained by subtracting the estimated background images
do not suffer and cell-background contrast is maintained or enhanced as we can see in the
corrected images in the third column.





















(V 2) (Method of [63]) (Proposed method)
Figure 7.17: Estimated background and corrected images are depicted for Phenotype 1,
based on applying V2, [63], and the multi-clique method proposed in Sec. 7.3.2. The
presence of quasi-stationary cells in the mid-left of the image sequence causes V2 and [63]
to interpret the cells as belonging to the background, leading to a cell-background contrast
loss in such locations after background subtraction, as we can see in the corrected images.
Our proposed multi-clique method, shows in the rightmost column, has quasi-stationary
cells only barely appearing in the estimated background.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 7.18: (a) A typical frame k. (b) Frame k + 1. (c) Difference of frames k and
k + 1. (d) Segmentation of foreground cells based on consequent frames differences. It can
be observed that frame-difference segmentation does not yield a satisfactory segmentation
result. Segmented cells are depicted as some scattered pixels using frame-difference method
where segmented foreground pixels do not maintain any recognizable shape.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 7.19: (a) A typical frame k. (b) Estimated background using morphological op-
erators. (c) Subtracted background from frame k. (d) Segmented frame k. The seg-
mented foreground that is obtained by applying the morphological background estima-
tion/subtraction method is more concentrated in cell areas in comparison with the frame-
difference method and it maintains some scattered cell boundaries, yet it cannot locate
separated cells as can be observed.
Chapter 8
Cell Tracking
Multi-target tracking, the association of detected points into sequences over time, is an im-
portant NP -hard problem. Considerable efforts have been conducted to design tractable
methods by reducing its complexity. These methods as were discussed in Sec. 3.4 include
Nearest Neighbor [31], Joint Probabilistic Data Association [7, 114] and Multi-Hypotheses
Data Association [105, 114]. The common task among all tracking methods is to reduce
the hypothesis space, the set of plausible association solutions, and to solve the association
problem by selecting the most likely hypothesis, normally yielding a suboptimal solution.
Solving the association problem in a reduced hypothesis space raises some important ques-
tions, such as the likelihood of finding the optimal solution in the reduced space, and the
closeness of the optimal solution to the reduced space.
We are interested in the tracking of Hematopoietic Stem Cells (HSCs) in culture in this
research. A small fraction of a typical HSC microscopic image is depicted in Fig. 8.1 with
the superimposed dynamics of a mature blood stem cell before and after splitting.
In this chapter the third important part of our cell tracking system, target-measurement
association, will be introduced and discussed.
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(a) (b)
Figure 8.1: Close-up of a HSC phase contrast microscopic image with the superimposed
track of one mature blood stem cell (a) 8 frames before and (b) 30 frames after splitting.
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8.1 MAP Estimation
Aside from the cell radius, the blood stem cells which are of interest here all have the same
visual appearance and cannot be discriminated visually. Therefore to track a particular
cell over time, the association task becomes crucial.
With a model in place in Sec. 6.4 describing the spatial pattern of pixels with the
appearance of a cell, we move to the core of the problem: given a sequence of images
I1:K = {I1, I2, ..., IK} and a definition of our “target” (cell models in chapter 6), we need
to associate the cells over time. Denote by F1:K a possible hypothesis of the K-frame
association problem,
F1:K = {f1, f2, ..., fK} (8.1)
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where j indexes the Mk cells present in frame k, l
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(8.3)








k−1) will, in general, be
cell-type specific and may further be influenced by environmental factors, chemical gradi-
ents etc. In our context there are no deliberate experimental biases, and successive image
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Figure 8.2: An illustration of cell association over time with numeric labels.
frames are spaced so far apart in time (several minutes), therefore inter-frame cell motion
is independent over time, and a Gaussian random walk was found to well-approximate
hand-tracked cell motion.
The goal is to solve the spatio-temporal cell segmentation-association problem of Fig.
8.2: we wish to estimate F1:K given the image sequence I1:K and given an initialization f0
in frame zero.
8.1.1 Solution Of NP -Hard Problems






P (F1:K | Z1:K)
}
(8.4)
which is NP -hard, with a complexity exponential in K, so to find the optimal solution
is essentially impossible. Instead, to solve the association problem, different methods
have been introduced to solve the problem sub-optimally either by finding the most likely
hypothesis from a limited hypothesis set over multiple frames
{F h1:K | h = 1, 2, ...} (8.5)
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thus finding the best member
F̂1:K = F
ĥ




P (F h1:K |Z1:K)
}
(8.6)
as the solution such as the Multi Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) algorithm (Sec. 3.4.5) [105],
or a frame by frame solution based on single-frame associations over time [k − 1, k] such
as Joint Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA) (Sec. 3.4.3) [114].
The single-frame association method is a feasible approach which has been widely used.
However even in the single-frame case, virtually all approaches propose to find solutions
over a reduced hypothesis space for frame k:
{fhk | h = 1, 2, ...} (8.7)
and searching for the best member
f̂k = f
ĥ







as the solution. The optimal single-frame solution is found if it is included among the







∈ {fhk } (8.9)
The key, here, to efficiency is to minimize the number of hypotheses; the key to the quality
of estimation is to include many likely hypotheses in the hypothesis set. As these goals are
in opposition, we are left with a complexity/quality trade off. One of the widely used and
well known single-frame algorithms to solve the multi-target tracking problem in a reduced
hypothesis space is JPDA [114].
8.1.2 The Proposed Method: An Optimal Single Frame Tracking
As was mentioned in chapter 3, JPDA has been extensively used as a single-frame solution
for multi-target tracking problem. Most of the single-frame tracking methods, includ-
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ing JPDA, reduce the number of possible association hypotheses to make the association
problem tractable. The major shortcoming of these methods is finding the sub-optimal
single-frame solution over a reduced hypothesis space. The other disadvantages of JPDA
are the assumptions of linear dynamics and Gaussian measurements.
An optimal general-purpose single-frame approach must solve the association problem
over the entire single-frame hypothesis space and assume no restrictions on dynamics and
measurements. To achieve this goal and to derive an algorithm to be applicable to the
stem-cell problem at hand in which dynamics and measurements are respectively assumed
non-linear and non-Gaussian, a non-linear, non-Gaussian method is proposed to solve
the tracking problem. A feasible optimal method is proposed to evaluate all possible
hypotheses, by representing the tracking problem in the form of an assignment problem
and then by extending a linear programming optimization method known as the Hungarian
method [76] to apply to the problem at hand. Network programming and optimization,
as a branch of operations research, has seen considerable research attraction. A special
case of this class of problems is the assignment problem, which has been solved using a
class of linear programming methods known as primal-dual algorithms [95], of which the
Hungarian method is an example. An assignment problem of order n is the one-to-one
connection or assignment of n sources to n sinks. The solution can be represented by a
binary matrix of order n × n, as illustrated in Fig. 8.3 for n = 3.
In this section we will represent the tracking problem in the form of an assignment
matrix by considering the cells (previous frame) and measurements (current frame) as the
row and column indices respectively. First the proposed non-linear, non-Gaussian method
follows, then we discuss how the proposed formula can be represented and solved as a
generalized assignment problem.
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Sinks.
A B C
1 1 0 0
Sources 2 0 0 1
3 0 1 0
Figure 8.3: Example Assignment Matrix: Three sources 1, 2, 3 need to be assigned to three
sinks A,B,C. Clearly each row and column of the matrix must sum to one.
8.1.3 Non-Linear, Non-Gaussian JPDA (NNJPDA)
In standard JPDA new tracks can not be initiated, the number of targets is known, dy-
namics are linear, measurements are Gaussian and the Kalman filter is used to predict the
new state. In contrast, in blood stem cell tracking new tracks for divided cells must be
initiated, the number of cells is unknown, the dynamics are a constrained random walk
(non-linear due to motion constraints imposed by nearby cells), and due to clutter the
measurements are non-Gaussian. The non-linear, non-Gaussian nature of problem makes
the Kalman filter an inappropriate choice to predict the new state.
The basic measurement constraints are as follows: i) Each measurement originates from
only target (cell) or clutter; ii) Each measurement can be associated to one cell; iii) Up to
two measurements in frame k can be associated to the same cell in frame k− 1, where this
last constraint differs from standard JPDA.
Each cell in the state fk must belong to one of the following sets:
Unassociated: U = {j| ljk = 0}
Split: S = {j| ljk = l
i
k for j 6= i}
Regular: R = {j| j /∈ {U ∪ S}}
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To evaluate the association solution f̂k, a measurement set Zk is obtained to update the
previous state estimate f̂k−1 by selecting the hypothesis with the maximum joint association
probability among all possible hypotheses for that frame.
Recall the recursive Bayesian estimator (3.33) from chapter 3
P (fk| Z1:k) = λk · P (fk| Z1:k−1) · P (Zk| fk) (8.10)
conditioning with fk−1 on both sides we have
P (fk| Z1:k, fk−1) =
λk · P (fk| Z1:k−1, fk−1) · P (Zk| fk, fk−1) =
λk · P (fk|fk−1) · P (Zk| fk) (8.11)
where the first term explicitly examines the likelihood of fk given fk−1, which involves a
dependence on cell dynamics, splitting, and separation probabilities:
P (fk| fk−1) =
λa · (Dynamics) · (Splitting) · (Separation) (8.12)
The second term of (8.11) assesses the likelihood of the measurement Zk given the cell
state fk. Because, in our proposed method, any hypothesis for f is directly derived from
Z, every measured point, whether correctly or falsely detected, corresponds to a cell in
hypothesis fk. Therefore the computation of P (Zk|fk) simplifies to counting the number
of cells in fk which are associated (thus correctly detected) or un-associated (thus a false
alarm)
P (Zk| fk) = λb · (Detect) · (FalseAlarm) (8.13)
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with the details of (8.12) and (8.13) in place, (8.11) becomes



































where j indexes the cells in one of the R, S and U sets containing mature cells, divided
cells and false alarms respectively. PDetect is the probability of cell detection which is a
constant, set to 0.9 empirically based on the performance of the cell model in Sec. 6.4.
PDyn represents the cell motion dynamics to assess a hypothetical cell j in frame k based
on its location at time k − 1. Based on hand-tracked cell motion, a constrained Gaussian
random walk well-approximates the observed cell dynamics. Because there is no explicit
prediction of the statistics from k−1 to k, rather an assessment of a given set of hypotheses
at frame k relative to k − 1, therefore nonlinear dynamics can readily be accommodated.
Stem cells can split and bear new cells. A typical stem cell must be mature before it
can split, i.e., there is an age constraint based on which the likelihood of cell division can
be estimated. Cell divisions associated to young stem cells, below some minimum age, are
considered unlikely and will be penalized by PSplit. After the cell’s age passes the minimum
age constraint, the probability of cell-split will increase with increasing cell age. Thus PSplit
predicts the cell division in frame k based on the cell age in frame k − 1.
PFalse is a penalty for the association of false alarms: Any hypothesis containing extra
measurements which are not associated to a cell is unlikely and so should be penalized
accordingly. Finally stem cells in our experiments can not overlap, hence the centres
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of two nearby cells cannot be closer than the sum of their radii. PSep is the cell-distance
penalty based on the cell center separation, and sets to zero the likelihood of any hypothesis
containing inadmissibly close cell centers. As was discussed after (8.12), because any
hypothesis for f is directly derived from Z, and because the inference of Z (Sec. 6.4)
does not allow the creation of measurements closer than a specified minimum separation,
therefore the PSep term is, in practice, only a formality.
Having the association problem specified by (8.14), the optimization problem is to find
the best estimate among all possible hypotheses evaluated. We propose to use an extended
version of the Hungarian method (E-Hungarian), discussed next.
8.1.4 The Hungarian Method
The Hungarian method as a primal-dual algorithm belongs to the class of linear program-
ming methods which have been used for the assignment problem [95]. The basis of the
Hungarian method was introduced by Egervary and Konig and it has been completed later
by Kuhn [76]. Primal-dual algorithms are characterized by
• A primal vector and a dual feasible solution is maintained by the algorithm.
• One of the following tasks is performed by the algorithm in each iteration
1. The primal vector is kept fixed and the dual feasible solution is changed.
2. The dual solution is kept fixed and the primal vector is changed toward primal
feasibility while satisfying the present dual solution.
• By iterating the algorithm, the primal vector progresses toward primal feasibility.
We wish to solve the tracking problem represented by matrix F = (Fjm) given the cost
matrix d = (djm). Each element of the cost matrix represents the cost of associating
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m=1 Fjm = 1 ∀j ∈ [1, Jk]
Each row of F sums to one,
2.
∑Jk
j=1 Fjm = 1 ∀m ∈ [1,Mk]
Each column of F sums to one,
3. Fjm ≥= 0 ∀j ∈ [1, Jk] & m ∈ [1,Mk]
F is non-negative,
4. Fjm = 0 or 1 ∀j ∈ [1, Jk] & m ∈ [1,Mk]
Each element of F is 0 or 1.
Each feasible solution of (8.15) is an assignment problem of order Jk × Mk. The dual of










is maximized, subject to
δj + gm ≤ djm, j ∈ [1, Jk] & m ∈ [1,Mk] (8.17)
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The constraint in (8.17) can be rewritten as
d̄jm = djm − δj − gm ≥ 0, j ∈ [1, Jk] & m ∈ [1,Mk] (8.18)
which is called the dual feasibility condition for (δ, g), where d̄ = (d̄jm) is the reduced cost
matrix and its elements d̄jm are the reduced cost coefficients. As a result the vectors (δ, g)
are dual feasible if and only if the reduced cost matrix d̄ ≥ 0 [95]. An assignment problem
F and a dual feasible solution (δ, g) are optimal if
Fjm(djm − δj − gm) = Fjmd̄jm = 0, j ∈ [1, Jk] & m ∈ [1,Mk] (8.19)
which is called the complementary slackness optimality condition for the assignment prob-
lem and its dual. These are the basic assumptions in the Hungarian method such that it
begins with a dual feasible solution and tries to find an assignment with allocations among
the cost matrix elements which satisfy
d̄jm = djm − δj − gm = 0 (8.20)
These elements of d are known as admissible elements. To update the cost matrix after
each dual solution change in each stage, reduced cost coefficients are computed once, thus
computational complexity per stage is at most ©(n2). As a result the overall computational
complexity of the Hungarian method with consideration of n stages will be ©(n3) [95].
8.1.5 Extended Hungarian JPDA
The tracking problem can be represented in the form of an assignment problem so that a
primal-dual algorithm can be applied to solve it. To represent the tracking problem in the
form of an assignment matrix, the measurements Zk of frame k (hypothesized cell locations)
are assigned to the estimated cells f̂k−1 of frame k− 1, giving rise to an assignment matrix
(see Fig. 8.3) which represents the association of measurement m ∈ [1,M ] to cell j ∈ [1, J ].
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Meas. Dummy Meas.
A B C D D D D D D
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Cells 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1̄ 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Cell Copies 2̄ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3̄ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Dc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Dummy Cells Dc 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dc 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Figure 8.4: Tracking matrix illustrating splitting and un-association: In this example
measurements A and C are both assigned to cell 2 (showed by rows 2 and 2̄), measurement
B is assigned to a dummy cell. The conclusions are that cell 2 has split, cells 1 and 3 are
undetected, and measurement B is a false alarm.
Although the Hungarian method efficiently and optimally solves single-frame assign-
ment problems, it is insufficiently general to solve the cell tracking problem of interest
because the one-to-one assignment precludes cell division and false alarms. In particular,
recall the simple example of Fig. 8.3 in which the measurements A,B and C in the current
frame are assigned respectively to the cells 1, 3 and 2 in the previous frame. To allow one
of the cells (1, 2, 3) to split or one of the measurements (A,B,C) to be false requires a
different approach. The key concept of this paper is that cell splits and false alarms can
still be accommodated in a one-to-one assignment problem by enlarging the assignment
matrix.
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In our proposed Extended Hungarian (E-Hungarian) method, we double the number of
rows to allow cell splitting and then add extra rows with the same number of measurements
to allow false alarms. To allow mis-detection and to make the tracking matrix square, new
columns are added. In this way the copied rows (1̄, 2̄ and 3̄ in the example in Fig. 8.4)
allow cell splitting so that by duplicating each row up to two measurements in the current
frame can be associated to the same cell in the previous frame (represented by the rows)
while each measurement assigned to the extra rows (dummy cells) will be interpreted as
false alarms. Similarly the extra columns represent dummy measurements; any assignment
from cell rows to these columns will be considered mis-detection, implying that one of the
cells in frame k − 1 is not associated to frame k.
To solve the cell association problem by the proposed method, we embed the proposed
NNJPDA (8.14) as cost function d in the E-Hungarian method, so that each element of
which (djm) represents the cost of assigning the measurement m in time k to the target j
from time k − 1. The goal is minimizing the cost of joint association of targets to mea-
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Dynjm × Detect × False
j ∈ {Cells}
Dynjm × Splitjm × Detect × False
j ∈ {Cell Copies}
PUnassociation
j ∈ {Dummy Cells}
PUnassociation
m ∈ {Dummy Meas.}
(8.21)
where we note that the PSep term of (8.14) does not appear, having been satisfied inherently
by the measuring process. Finally having d as the cost function, the proposed E-Hungarian-
JPDA finds the optimal assignment by satisfying (8.19).
By minimizing the cost function d we are maximizing the Non-linear Non-Gaussian
Joint Probabilistic Data Association in (8.14). Therefore the optimal association among
all possible hypotheses is found by employing E-Hungarian method to solve (8.14) and the
exact solution for frame k given (k − 1) is obtained.
8.2 Results
We have measured the performance of the proposed method and compared it with nearest
neighbour (NN) [31] and standard JPDA [114]. Because of the difficulty in obtaining
association ground truth for laboratory videos and because we wish to distinguish between
errors in cell detection and cell association, therefore synthetic video clips simulating the
random behaviour of stem cells were generated, in which non-overlapping cell dynamics
were applied. We generated 1400 video clips, each video clip composed of 50 frames and
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5 cells. The cells do not split to allow methods such as NN and standard JPDA, which do
not support splitting, to be tested. We propose to assess the performance of the algorithm
based on the average percentage of frames in which a cell has been correctly associated in
comparison with ground truth.
The performance of the proposed method in comparison with NN is depicted in Fig. 8.5.
The two methods are compared for different values of the probability of detection (PDetect).
For each value of PDetect, 200 video clips, each composed of 50 frames, are generated and
the synthetic cell centres are tracked over time applying the proposed method and NN.
As we can observe, the proposed method has outperformed NN for all values of PDetect. A
comparison of the two algorithms for PDetect = 100%, PDetect = 95% and PDetect = 90% is
depicted in greater detail, sequence by sequence, in Figs. 8.6, 8.7, and 8.8 respectively.
Fig. 8.9 plots the probability of perfect tracking of a cell over all 50 frames. The average
tracking probability is computed over 200 video clips for each value of PDetect (overall 1400
video clips composed of 50 frames). As can be seen the proposed method performs much
better than NN, especially for PDetect > 90%.
Fig. 8.10 shows the performance of the proposed method in comparison with the
standard JPDA for PDetect = 100%. To compare the results, the performance of JPDA
is measured as a function of gate area Gv = π × G
2
r, where Gr = Gf × σrw is the gate
radius, set to be a multiple (Gf ) of the standard deviation of the constrained Gaussian
random walk. Fig. 8.10 clearly shows that increasing Gf improves the performance of
JPDA towards that of the E-Hungarian-JPDA, which is expected since for a sufficiently
large Gf JPDA is testing all hypotheses. For Gf = 4, where the performance of the two
methods is almost equal, the gating area is a circle with diameter of 2 · Gr = 20 pixels.
Considering that each well is about 70× 50 pixels, such a circular gate covers a significant
fraction of the well’s area around each cell centre. As the circular gate completely covers the
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field of measurements, standard JPDA evaluates all possible n! hypotheses to find the best
association to assign n sources to n sinks, much more expensive than E-Hungarian-JPDA.
To generate results using real data, we have applied the proposed method to long
streams of microscopic phase contrast HSC video. First, the cell center candidates are
located by applying the probabilistic cell model in Sec. 6.4 in which the cell candidates
are found by locating and thresholding the local maxima in a cell probability map. Then,
to track the cells over time, our proposed E-Hungarian-JPDA method has been applied to
the localized cell centers as potential HSC candidates.
Fig. 8.11 shows the detected non-dividing cell centers in 15 frames of a HSC video
clip spanning 45 minutes of time (successive frames 3 minutes apart). The proposed E-
Hungarian-JPDA method is applied to the detected cell centres, with the tracking results
depicted in Fig. 8.12. As can be observed in Fig. 8.12, the proposed E-Hungarian-JPDA
method is able to associate the non-dividing HSCs correctly.
The proposed method is also capable of tracking more challenging dividing HSCs, which
is not the case for standard JPDA. Fig. 8.13 again shows the detected dividing cell centers
in 15 frames of HSC video. The association results obtained by applying the proposed
tracking method are depicted in Fig. 8.14. Again the dividing HSCs are tracked correctly
by the E-Hungarian-JPDA method.
To see the tracking of splitting cells in greater detail, Figs. 8.15, 8.16, and 8.17 show
the details of two dividing stem cells over time.
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Figure 8.5: Tracking Performance: E-Hungarian-JPDA(o) vs. Nearest Neighbour(*) as a
function of the probability of detection (PDetect). For each value of probability of detection,
200 video clips each of 50 frames have been used.
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Figure 8.6: Tracking performance of E-Hungarian-JPDA(o) vs. Nearest Neighbour(*) for
perfect detection (PDetect = 100%) where the average probabilities over 200 video clips are
superimposed.
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Figure 8.7: Tracking performance of E-Hungarian-JPDA(o) vs. Nearest Neighbour(*) for
PDetect = 95% where the average probabilities over 200 video clips are superimposed.
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Figure 8.8: Tracking performance of E-Hungarian-JPDA(o) vs. Nearest Neighbour(*) for
PDetect = 90% where the average probabilities over 200 video clips are superimposed.
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Figure 8.9: Probability of perfect tracking in which a typical cell is tracked over all frames
from the first to the last frame: E-Hungarian-JPDA(o) vs. Nearest Neighbour(*) as a
function of the probability of detection (PDetect). In each case 200 video clips each of 50
frames are used.
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Figure 8.10: Performance of the proposed E-Hungarian-JPDA (solid line) in comparison
with standard JPDA (dashed line) as a function of gating factor (Gf ).
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Image Sequence Without Cell Division
Figure 8.11: An example illustrating the detection by applying the proposed cell model
in Sec. 6.4. The detection results are superimposed on the original HSCs as black dots
locating the detected cell centres.
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Image Sequence Without Cell Division
Figure 8.12: An example illustrating the association by applying the proposed E-
Hungarian-JPDA respectively. The association results are superimposed on the original
HSCs such that each letter shows a different cell track/split over time.
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Image Sequence With Cell Division
Figure 8.13: An example illustrating the detection by applying the proposed cell model
in Sec. 6.4. The detection results are superimposed on the original HSCs as black dots
locating the detected cell centres.
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Image Sequence With Cell Division
Figure 8.14: An example illustrating the association by applying the proposed E-
Hungarian-JPDA. The association results are superimposed on the original HSCs such
that each letter shows a different cell track/split over time.
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Figure 8.15: Blood stem cell tracks over time: Tracks of four mature cells from Fig. 8.14;
the large circle at the end of each track highlights the division point over time when a
mature cell divides to produce two new cells.
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Figure 8.16: Blood stem cell tracks over time: The triangled line represents the track of
the mature cell from Fig. 8.15, before splitting, then dividing into two new tracks (solid
lines).
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Figure 8.17: Blood stem cell tracks over time: The starred line represents the track of the
mature cell from Fig. 8.15, beginning as a mature cell and dividing into two.
Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
Image cytometry is a practical approach to measure and extract cell properties from large
volumes of microscopic cell images. As an important application of image cytometry, this
thesis presents a probabilistic model-based cell tracking method to locate and associate
HSCs in phase contrast microscopic images.
In this research, a model-based cell tracker is designed to locate and track individual
HSCs in three dimensional (3-D) cell image sequences that contain two spatial and one
temporal dimensions. The proposed cell tracking system consists of three inter-related
stages:
• Cell detection/localization,
• The association of detected cells,
• Background estimation/subtraction.
The key ideas and contributions of this research can be summarized as
• The design of model-based object localization and/or segmentation methods,
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• Present object localization as an inverse problem and provide two deconvolution
based solutions,
• Develop a mutual method for foreground localization and background estimation,
• The introduction of an optimal generative single-frame association for multi-target
tracking based on an extended Hungarian method which is a class of linear program-
ming optimization,
• Ridgelet BayesShrink for image denoising.
Model-Based Cell Detection - Chapter 6
After carefully observing HSCs in typical image sequences, a probabilistic model-based
method was proposed in Sec. 6.2 to detect HSCs of Phenotype 1 by capturing the key
properties of these cells as product of the cell boundary Pcb, cell interior Pci and boundary
uniformity Pbu terms.
The cell model in Sec. 6.2 was generalized to be applied to different HSC phenotypes
investigated in this work. The improved cell model discussed in Sec. 6.4 combines the
common properties of HSC Phenotype 1, 2, and 3 in a single model. The proposed prob-
abilistic cell model in Sec. 6.4, models a cell by the product of the cell probability based
on cell interior, the penalizing probability based on outer cell ring, and the discrimination
probability based on pixel pairs located on opposite sides of cell center.
Present The Object Detection as a Deconvolution Problem - Chapter 6
Cell centre localization is essentially an inverse problem which can be addressed in the
form of a deconvolution problem. Considering cell detection as an inverse problem, two
approaches are proposed as the potential solutions in the form of a deconvolution problem.
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The first approach can be summarized as follows:
• Cell areas containing individual or groups of cells are segmented first,
• The cell center localization is solved by finding a set of cell shape parameters for opti-
mal representation of cell segmented areas using an optimized ellipse fitting method.
This method is a generic method, capable of modelling different cell types by designing
the proper shape model. The optimized cell shape parameters can be then extracted using
the same search method as the proposed method by optimizing the cost function that fits
the cells in the segmented area.
The proposed method effectively model splitting and close by cells, and is capable of
modelling different cell types with changes in the model parameters. However, in cases
where, either a complex parameterized shape is needed to model a cell, or an exact cell
segmentation is in demand in place of cell center localization, this method will not be
effective.
In contrast, in the second approach the inverse problem is solved as follows:
• Cell centers are located first,
• Cell segmentation will be solved by finding cell regions for optimal representation of
cell centers.
The proposed method consists of cell template generation, template matching, cell center
localization, and watershed segmentation.
Mutual Foreground Detection and Background Estimation - Chapter 7
A novel mutual algorithm for object detection and background estimation is proposed. The
proposed background estimation method employs cell detection to remove the foreground
objects and estimates the background over the 3-D residual sequence.
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The key contributions of the proposed method are first, that the proposed method
addresses foreground segmentation and background estimation as inter-related processes,
and takes advantage of this inter-relation to improve the performance of each process by
integrating the outcome of another reciprocally. The proposed probabilistic model-based
localization algorithm will be applied to the image sequence to localize cell centers. Local-
ized cells, the foreground elements, are then removed from the scene frame by frame. The
resultant residual image sequence is then used for an accurate spatio-temporal background
estimation.
Second, the proposed method is an adaptive method in comparison with other methods
which are either point-wise or window-wise (including texture-based methods). In this way,
as long as there is sufficient information in the 3-D residual sequence the proposed method
takes advantage of point-wise estimation methods to estimate the background. However
if an accurate estimation of background pixel is not possible, due to the lack of temporal
information, the algorithm extends adaptively over a multi-clique neighbourhood until
a precise estimation of background is possible. The proposed method switches between
point-wise and window-wise as necessary.
Introduce an Optimal Single-Frame Association for Multi-Target Tracking -
Chapter 8
The proposed method in chapter 8 presents an optimal single-frame assignment solution
for object association that has been applied to track HSCs in phase contrast microscopic
images. The proposed approach uses linear programming optimization, based on an ex-
tended Hungarian method. This is a generative algorithm and can be used with various
tracking methods, including nearest-neighbor, PDA, JPDA, particle filtering, MHT and
deformable models, by designing the correct cost function.
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The contribution of the proposed tracking method is a generalization of the Hungarian
method to allow association with track divisions, false alarms, and missed detections. We
are motivated to consider alternative generalizations for other classes of tracking problems.
Ridgelet BayesShrink for Image Denoising - Chapter 5
In the proposed method in chapter 5, the BayesShrink ridgelet is introduced for image de-
noising. The performance of the proposed method is compared with that of the VisuShrink
ridgelet image denoising method. The experimental results by the proposed method shows
the superiority of the image quality and its higher SNR in comparison with VisuShrink
ridgelet technique.
To further improve the performance of wavelet method for denoising edges and lines, the
ridgelet based method is combined with its wavelet counterpart to construct a combined
method that performs better than the application of either method individually.
Final Word
As it was mentioned in Chapter 6, each detection method has some advantages, some
limitations and shortcomings. Applicability and advantages of each method were discussed.
Based on specific data set one or several detection methods might be applicable. The initial
cell model in Chapter 6, for example, performs equally well as the thresholding detection
method and general probabilistic model, however this model is specifically designed based
on attributes of regular HSCs and performs very poorly where is applied to the other cell
data.
Cell detection responds robustly for the noise level with PSNR greater than 15. How-
ever, higher noise levels are tolerated while background estimation/subtraction method
discussed in Chapter 7 is applied first. Moreover, application of the second phase of back-
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ground estimation/subtraction improves the detection performance at least by 10%.
As it was discussed in Chapter 8, the proposed E-Hungarian-JPDA method is able
to associate both non-dividing and more challenging dividing HSCs correctly. However,
we should point out that cell detection, background estimation, and cell association are
inter-related, and in turn affect the performance of association, so that even an optimal
association approach like the proposed method cannot compensate and recover from poor
detection.
Future Work
To extend the proposed methods in this research the potential directions can be summarized
as follows.
As the proposed optimal single frame approach is a generative algorithm, it can be used
with various tracking methods and there is potential motivations to consider alternative
generalizations for other classes of tracking problems. Future work will be conducted
to extend the proposed model-based tracking system by integrating the information over
multiple neighboring frames.
Future work can also focus to design an iterative version of the proposed foreground
detection and background estimation method. In such an extension, the segmentation and
estimation results will iteratively be used to improve the performance of each other.
As the proposed model-based tracking is a general framework, the proposed approach
can be potentially extended to be applied to 4-D tracking applications consisting of 3-D
spatial and 1-D temporal dimensions.
Further, potential extensions of this research would be two-dimensional, three-dimensional,
and four-dimensional segmentation, localization and multi-target tracking with a broad
range of applications in biomedical research including non-invasive surgery, remote/robot
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surgery, stem cell research/therapy, tissue engineering and automated diagnostic systems.
Future work will be conducted to integrate detection/segmentation and tracking in
a single Bayesian model. The proposed future work would be a general framework to
solve association-based object tracking. In such a general model object detection and
data association will mutually be integrated to be solved together. An object detection
algorithm such as the probabilistic model-based approach that was proposed in Sec. 6.4 can
be employed for detection. Detected objects are further tracked by applying an association
method such as the one that was proposed in chapter 8. In this approach detection and
association stages mutually resolve ambiguities. Moreover, this is a generative framework
and a variety of different detection and association methods can be used in the proposed
future work based on the application at hand. The proposed future work is discussed with
more detail in Appendix 1.
Appendix A
The Proposed Future Work
The proposed future work, a Bayesian model for mutual detection and tracking is discussed
here.
A.1 A Bayesian Framework for Mutual Detection and
Tracking
As it was discussed in chapter 8, the optimal solution for a tracking problem is the maximum
a posteriori estimation of F1:K :
F̂1:K = arg max
F1:K
P (F1:K | I1:K , f0) (A.1)
From Bayes’ rule,
P (F1:K , I1:K , f0) = P (F1:K | I1:K , f0)P (I1:K , f0)
= P (I1:K | F1:K , f0)P (F1:K , f0) (A.2)
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As P (I1:K , f0) is fixed, F̂1:K doesn’t depend on it, thus
P (F1:K | I1:K , f0) ∝ P (I1:K | F1:K , f0)P (F1:K , f0)
At the same time P (f0) is fixed
P (F1:K , f0) = P (F1:K | f0)P (f0) ∝ P (F1:K | f0) (A.3)
so we conclude that
F̂1:K = arg max
F1:K
P (I1:K |F0:K) · P (F1:K |f0) (A.4)
Since F1:K = {f1, f2, ..., fK}, the solution to (A.4) is realized, in principle, by examining
and evaluating all possible object parameterizations and associations. In virtually all
tracking problems of this kind the problem is made tractable by searching over a limited
number of hypotheses
{F h1:K | h = 1, 2, ...} (A.5)
such that we find the best member of this set
F̂1:K = F
ĥ
1:K where ĥ = arg max
h
P (I1:K | F
h
0:K) · P (F
h
1:K |f0) (A.6)
The original, optimal solution is found if it is included among the hypotheses, i.e., if
arg max
F1:K
P (F1:K | I1:K , f0) ∈ {F
h
1:K} (A.7)
The key, here, to efficiency is to minimize the number of hypothesis; the key to quality of
estimation is finding the most likely hypothesis. As these goals are in opposition, we are
left with a complexity/quality trade off.
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The detection method evaluates the likelihood of an object, given an image. To solve the
MAP problem we need to compute P (I1:K | F1:K), the likelihood of a given image sequence
as a function of a specified object parametrization and association. Since fk provides a
complete parameterized description of Ik, conditioned on F1:k, I1:k is Markov:




A specific object model describes only the likelihood of an object; it says nothing about
groups of objets, nor does it provide any kind of prior on object parameters. It follows, then,
that as long as zero-probability hypotheses are not created, then all remaining hypotheses
{fhk } are equally likely a priori. Because P (Ik) is fixed, and moreover because all valid
hypotheses are equally likely, such that P (zk) is constant, we can conclude
P (Ik| zk) ∝ P (zk| Ik), (A.9)
implying that the evaluation of P (Ik| zk) can follow from evaluating P (zk| Ik). For example,
the proposed parametric cell model from chapter 6 may be employed for cell tracking
applications to evaluate P (I1:K |F
h
1:K). Thus the proposed cell model P (zk| Ik) will be
applied to each image frame I and a two dimensional probability map will be generated
and hypothesized cells are located at local maxima of this map.
After measurement hypotheses are generated from I, they must be evaluated. To
compute P (I| f) the objects in f are divided into two sets:
1. fM : Those objects in f which are located within δD of a measurement.
2. fM̄ : Those objects in f which are not within δD of a measurement.
A third set contains the unmatched measurement:
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3. f̄M : Those measurements which are not within δD of any object in f .
fM contains the successful matches, fM̄ and f̄M the failed ones. The fit between Ik and f
h
k
























where P (zk,j| Ik) is the probability of the location of the j
th object in the state fhk for frame
k, and P (zk,i| Ik) is the probability of the i
th measurement in frame k. Thus P (Ik| f
h
k ) is
evaluated by applying (A.10).
A.1.2 Evaluation of P (F h
1:K
|f0)
The second part of (A.6) is the evaluation of association hypotheses {F h1:K}. To track
objects over time, detected objects in the measurement hypotheses of the current frame zk
must be associated to the most probable element in the previous frame.
Considering that for each image frame k, we associate objects features from (k − 1)
only, Markovianity can be asserted on F1:K such that




where fk is the set of object properties in frame k. Each object in fk must belong to
one of the Unassociated (U), New (N), and Regular (R) sets. In contrast with Joint
Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA) [6, 31] in which new tracks can not be initiated, the
proposed method initiates new tracks for new objects, therefore the following constraints
are considered:
(i) Each measurement must originate from object or clutter.
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(ii) Each measurement can be associated to one object.
(iii) An un-associated measurement in frame k can initiate a new track.
Asserting Markovianity we evaluate P (fhk | f
h
k−1) in the rest of this section. The associa-
tion problem is resolved frame by frame by selecting the hypothesis with the maximum
joint association probability. In this way the measurement hypothesis zk for frame k and




P (fhk | f
h
k−1) = P (f
h
k | z1:k, f
h
k−1) = P (f
h
k | zk, f
h
k−1) (A.12)
The filter step is
P (fhk | f
h
k−1) = P (f
h
k | z1:k, f
h
k−1) =





P (zk| z1:k−1) is fixed and we have
P (fhk | f
h
k−1) = λk · P (f
h
k | z1:k−1) · P (zk| f
h
k ) (A.14)
where λk is a normalization constant. The first term of (A.14), P (f
h
k | z1:k−1), is a prediction
step which is illustrated as follows.
The prediction step can be explained in the proposed method as
P (fhk | z1:k−1) =
∫


















The former term Pvel predicts the location of the hypothetical object j in frame k based on
its dynamics and its location in frame k − 1. The latter term Pstate predicts the likelihood
of presence of a new object in frame k.
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The second term of (A.14), P (zk| f
h
k ), is the likelihood of measurement zk given hy-






















where vk,j = zk,i − ẑk,j is an innovation term so that the i
th measurement is within δD of
the jth hypothesized object location in frame k. Puna is a penalty on the association of
un-associated objects, and Psep is the probability of separation distance of a measurement
pair. As we can see in the proposed method, the likelihood of measurement zk,j is penalized
by the unlikely events such as minimum separation distance and un-associated objects.
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